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WRITING &
JOURNALISM

Writers’ Program
Creative Writing
For help in choosing a course or determining if a
course fulfills certificate requirements, contact the
Writers’ Program at (310) 825-9415.

Basics of Writing
These basic creative writing courses are for
students with no prior writing experience.
Instruction is exercise-driven; the process of
workshopping—in which students are asked to
share and offer feedback on each other’s work
with guidance from the instructor—is introduced.
Please call an advisor at (310) 825-9415 to determine which course will best help you reach your
writing goals.
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WHAT OUR STUDENTS SAY

“ As a graduate of the UCLA Extension Writers’
Program, I studied with so many incredible, gifted
and generous teachers. The Extension program
taught me about creative nonfiction.”
— Tembi Locke, former Writers’ Program student whose memoir,
From Scratch, is a New York Times Bestseller.

2.0 units
This six-week course is perfect for anyone just getting
started on their path to being a writer. Students work in
small breakout sessions with experienced writers and
teachers, then attend a lecture by various guest speakers with expertise in fiction, poetry, nonfiction, or
screenwriting. Short assignments are workshopped in
the weekly breakouts. The goal of the course is to
expose new writers to a variety of types of writing while
getting their creative juices flowing. At the end of the
quarter, students will feel more confident about their
skills and will be prepared for further study of writing.
Reg# 375734
Fee: $455
No refund after 14 Nov.
❖ Remote Instruction
6 mtgs
Saturday, 1-4pm, Oct. 31-Dec. 12
No meeting Nov. 28.
Enrollment limited to 12 students. c
Kenji Liu, interdisciplinary artist and author of Monsters
I Have Been and Map of an Onion, which won the 2015
Hillary Gravendyk Poetry Prize. Mr. Liu’s writing has
appeared in American Poetry Review, Gulf Coast, Poetry
Northwest, and others. He has taught and presented
his work throughout the US, México, and Japan.
Reg# 375733
Fee: $455
No refund after 14 Nov.
❖ Remote Instruction
6 mtgs
Saturday, 1-4pm, Oct. 31-Dec. 12
No meeting Nov. 28.
Enrollment limited to 12 students. c
Aatif Rashid, Author of Portrait of Sebastian Khan. Mr.
Rashid has published short stories in The Massachusetts Review, Metaphorosis, Arcturus, and Barrelhouse;
and nonfiction in The Los Angeles Review of Books, as
well as online on Medium. He currently writes regularly
for The Kenyon Review blog.

Reg# 375735
Fee: $399
No refund after 10 Nov.
❖ Remote Instruction
6 mtgs
Tuesday, 7-10pm, Oct. 27-Dec. 1
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Rachel Kann, MFA, author of the collection 10 for
Everything. Ms. Kann is an award-winning poet whose
work has appeared in various anthologies, including
Word Warriors: 35 Women Leaders in the Spoken Word
Revolution. She is the recipient of the UCLA Extension
Outstanding Instructor Award for Creative Writing.

WRITING X 403

Finding Your Story

2.0 units
The scariest part of writing is staring at that blank page!
This workshop is for anyone who has wanted to write but
doesn’t know where to start or for writers who feel stuck
and need a new form or jumping off point for unique
story ideas. The course provides a safe, playful atmosphere to experiment with different resources for stories,
such as life experiences, news articles, interviews, history, and mythology. A series of in-class exercises explore
or introduce different writing forms—such as short stories, personal essay, plays, and even poems or songs—
and generate a notebook filled with unique story ideas
from which you craft several short pieces.
Reg# 375736
Fee: $475
No refund after 11 Nov.
mOnline
Oct. 28-Dec. 8
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Rochelle J. Shapiro, author of Miriam the Medium and
Kaylee’s Ghost. Ms. Shapiro’s essays have been published in The New York Times and Newsweek. Her short
stories and poems have been published in many
anthologies and literary magazines, such as The Iowa
Review, Sedge, and Moment.

WRITING X 410

Fiction: Essential Beginnings

2.0 units
Do you aspire to write creatively but don’t know where
to start? This supportive workshop provides you with
many techniques to motivate and guide you. You learn
how to transform observation and personal experience
into imaginative prose, create dynamic characters and
dialogue, and write from different points of view. By the
end of the course, you will have in hand a series of
short sketches or a draft of a short story and the key
tools you need to write creatively.
Reg# 375737
Fee: $475
No refund after 11 Nov.
mOnline
Oct. 28-Dec. 8
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Ronald Alexander, fiction writer and author of four
novels. He was nominated for a Pushcart Prize and was
a finalist in the St. Andrews College Press Novella
Competition. His essays, poetry, and short stories have
been published in the Chicago Quarterly Review and
The Los Angeles Review, among others.

WRITING X 402

Finding Your Voice

2.0 units
You’ve lived, listened, seen, had a childhood—there’s
your raw material. Now it’s a question of channeling
and shaping that experience with the tools of literary
craft. In this beginner’s course, you explore the basics
of the three major genres—fiction, nonfiction, and
poetry—reading and practicing within those areas of
expression to help you find the modes that best fit your
story and your voice. Each week you turn in short writing assignments that help you get your feet wet with
craft aspects like description, character, dialogue, etc.
These assignments culminate in a finished short story,
essay, or poem that you present on the last day of class
to a supportive workshop.
kkk
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UCLA Extension Writers’ Program Presents

The 2021 Writers Studio:
Home Edition
Thursday–Sunday, February 18–21, 2021
Fully online courses blending live classroom meetings and
offline activities
To ensure the health and safety of
our students, instructors, and staff
in light of the ongoing and unpredictable COVID-19 pandemic, the
Writers’ Program has moved our
signature intensive workshop
series to a safe, fully online environment combining Zoom-based
meetings, offline independent
work time, small group activities,
and other approaches to learning.
The conference also features daily
guest speakers and a keynote
presentation by an industry
Writers Studio Instructor Koji Steven Sakai
professional of note.
Our instructors will strive to preserve the unique classroom experience while
ensuring students remain engaged, active, and connected to one another
throughout the four days of learning.

Creative Writing Workshops

Screenwriting Workshops

Character and Conflict
Instructor: Colette Sartor

Creating the Half-Hour Television Pilot
Instructor: Eric Abrams

Writing Your Memoir
Instructor: Antonia Crane

Creating the One-Hour Television Pilot
Instructor: Zac Hug

Writing the Personal Essay
Instructor: Amy Friedman

Writing Your First Feature Film
Instructor: Koji Steven Sakai

Writing Your First Novel
Instructor: Natashia Deon

Writing Powerful Scenes for Movies
and TV
Instructor: Roberto Marinas

Live Storytelling
Instructor: Cole Kazdin
Structuring Your Story
Instructor: Jeanne De Vita

Showrunners Bootcamp
Instructor: Cynthia Hsiung

Developmental Editing
Instructor: Tobi Harper

Join WP NOW
The Writers’ Program
Network of Writers
Whether you’re a current student or a recent alum, the Writers’ Program
Network of Writers (WP NOW) can help you stay immersed in our community,
enhance your professional skills, and extend your network through membersonly events throughout the year. With reciprocal memberships in some of the
region and the nation’s most significant associations for writers, you’ll have
access to more knowledge, resources, and opportunities than ever before.
For just $99, you receive over $340 in benefits:

• A 10% discount on Writers’ Program enrollments for one year** ($65 average
savings after one use)

• A 10% discount on consultation services (a minimum $50 value)
• A free enrollment in a 3-hour one-day workshop (a $30 value)
• Invitations to attend at least 4 exclusive members-only events
• Access to professional development events hosted by the Writers Guild
Foundation

to a members-only online community where you can find writing
• Access


partners, form writing groups, and get advice from peers
• A 30% discount on Final Draft screenwriting software (up to $70 in savings)
• A 30% discount on Scrivener writing software (up to $15 in savings)
• A free one-year membership in two of the following professional associations,
with full access to their member benefits:
• Association of Writers and Writing Programs—Digital Membership
(a $49 value)
• New Filmmakers LA (a $50 value)
• Independent Writers of Southern California (a $25 value)
• Society of Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators (a $55 value)
Keep your education and professional development going strong outside the
classroom. Join WP NOW any time and enjoy your benefits as long as you
need them.

“ The studio coupled with the retreat offers opportunities for real progress for writers who
cannot always write full-time”
—Pam Wiedenbeck (Altadena, CA), 2020 Writers Studio Participant
* Indicates benefits that may be partially or fully available only to students who can access onsite/on ground events
** Excluding Master Classes, Pro-Series, and other multi-quarter workshops

For More Information
(310) 825-9415 | writers.uclaextension.edu/writers-studio

Visit uclaextension.edu/wp-now for complete information on these benefits.
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Welcome Our New and Returning Creative Writing
Instructors for Fall!
Mathew Rodriguez, MA,
author and essayist whose
work has appeared in Slate,
the Village Voice, and Mic.

Liska Jacobs, MFA, author
of two acclaimed novels,
Catalina and The Worst Kind
of Want.

Kenji Liu, interdisciplinary
artist and author of Monsters I
Have Been and Map of an
Onion.

Creative Nonfiction I
Page 147.

Novel I
Page 145.

Introduction to
Creative Writing
Page 140.
Kenji Liu

Mathew Rodriguez

Liska Jacobs

Quressa Robinson, MFA,
agent with Nelson Literary
Agency and formerly an
acquiring editor for
St. Martin’s Press.

Brian Sonia-Wallace, author
of The Poetry of Strangers. Mr.
Sonia-Wallace’s reportage has
appeared in Rolling Stone and
The Guardian.

Developmental Editing
Page 150.

Personal Essay I
Page 147.

Quressa Robinson

Brian Sonia-Wallace

For advisement on courses or to learn about our certificates call (310) 825-9415 or email writers@uclaextension.edu.
WRITING X 420

Special Topics for All Writers

2.0 units
Sometimes the best stories are true. To help you turn
your personal experiences, anecdotes from everyday
life, and family stories into compelling narratives, this
workshop teaches beginning writers the basic elements
of good storytelling. You learn how to excavate memories and discover fresh or unexpected facets of your life
stories. Through weekly exercises, you generate new
material and learn an array of fictional techniques to
tell your nonfiction story, including how to play with
voice, focus on a small unit of time, and describe
landscape and character. By the course’s completion,
you will have in hand a series of short sketches or a
draft of a nonfiction piece.
Reg# 375738
Fee: $475
No refund after 11 Nov.
mOnline
Oct. 28-Dec. 8
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Marianne Villanueva, MA, author of Jenalyn, Ginseng
and Other Tales from Manila, The Mayor of the Roses:
Stories, andThe Lost Language. Her stories have
appeared in Juked, Witness, Bluestem, Your Impossible Voice, Café Irreal, Crab Orchard Review, and
Bellingham Review.

Courses in this section are open to students who
want a deeper understanding of a specific craft
issue or area of study. These courses fulfill the
elective requirement for creative writing certificates. Please call an advisor at (310) 825-9415 to
determine which course will best help you reach
your writing goals.

Nonfiction: Essential Beginnings

NEW
WRITING X 460

Creative Writing Certificate Capstone

3.0 units
Creative writers benefit from opportunities to assess
their growth, review their work, and reflect on their
learning and artistic development. The Creative Writing
Capstone satisfies the final requirement for Certificate
in Creative Writing candidates by providing a structured
environment in which to engage in these activities.
Students provide a sample of their writing which they
will develop into a portfolio representative of their skills,
revising it once with peer input. A reflective essay project
encourages students to measure their creative progress
during their time in the program and documents important lessons learned. An artist’s statement generated in
this course articulates each student’s approach to writing. By the end of the course, students complete a
portfolio of writing and a clear assessment of their own
personal growth and achievements during the program,
and they engage in preliminary career planning to
identify their professional and creative next steps.
Reg# 376002
Fee: $475
No refund after 11 Nov.
mOnline
Oct. 28-Dec. 8
Enrollment limited to 12 students. Restricted course;
only Creative Writing Certificate students who have
completed 18 units are eligible to enroll.
Rachel Kann, MFA, author of the collection 10 for
Everything. Ms. Kann is an award-winning poet whose
work has appeared in various anthologies, including

Word Warriors: 35 Women Leaders in the Spoken Word
Revolution. She is the recipient of the UCLA Extension
Outstanding Instructor Award for Creative Writing.

WRITING 762.6E

Crafting Survival Stories:
One Day Workshop

Catastrophe is becoming more common an experience
than Americans imagined possible. Writers are invited
to focus on the universal truths revealed about humanity through stories about singular or global events. This
cross-genre course unpacks those truths through
multiple lenses. Work will be explored in terms of craft
and also from psychological, philosophical, or historical
perspectives.
Reg# 376380
Fee: $0
❖ Remote Instruction
1 mtg
Saturday, 10am-1pm, Oct. 10
Enrollment opens two weeks prior to course date. c
Eileen Cronin, PhD, memoirist and psychologist whose
book Mermaid, translated in three languages, was one
of O Magazine’s Best Memoirs of the Year. She’s
received a Vermont Studio Center Fellowship and the
Washington Writing Prize and was a finalist for Pirate’s
Alley Faulkner Competition.

WRITING 761.8E

The Writers’ Banquet: A Workshop
Exploring Food and Memory

Food is a fact of life, a universal shared culture, and
amongst our most intimate concerns. For the hungry
writer, it is also a vast storehouse packed with a lifetime
supply of possibilities for evocative literature. Throughout the course of our delectable day spent together, you
learn fresh new ways to work with food and memory in
your writing through readings, exercises, critiques, and
tastings. Our discussions and exercises cover fiction,
memoir, and essay writing and are appropriate for every
level of expertise, from the fresh beginner to the fineaged writing pro.
kkk

Reg# 376173
Fee: $159
No refund after 23 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
2 mtgs
Saturday, 1-4pm, Oct. 24 & 25
Enrollment limited to 15 students. Early enrollment
advised. c
Nancy Spiller, author of the memoir It’s Compromise
Cake: Lessons Learned From My Mother’s Recipe Box
and Entertaining Disasters: A Novel (with Recipes). Ms.
Spiller was an editor at the Los Angeles Times Syndicate, and her articles and essays have appeared in
such publications as Los Angeles Review of Books, Los
Angeles Times Sunday Magazine, and Salon.com.

NEW
WRITING X 463.4E

Creative Writer’s Bootcamp

2.0 units
In this six week workshop, writers develop a productive
writing practice and deepen their knowledge of the craft
of writing. In this course, we design achievable 30-day
plans for success with a writing project and develop
skills for recognizing and neutralizing the undermining
powers of resistance and the inner critic. We will also
focus on the art of craft (plot, character, voice) and
devote time to the practice of compassionate self-critique. Class sessions will include time for in-class
writing, revision, and safe, supportive feedback.
kkk
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Reg# 376225
Fee: $399
No refund after 20 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
6 mtgs
Tuesday, 6-9pm, Oct. 6-Nov. 17
No meeting Nov. 3.
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Lesley Hyatt, MFA and Fulbright Scholar, has taught
imaginative writing to students of all ages and backgrounds for over 20 years. She is the founder of The
WriteMind Project, a course that bridges creative writing
and mindfulness practice, and also Joyriders LA, an
ongoing mindfulness class.

NEW
WRITING X 461.25

Translation I: Six Week Workshop

2.0 units
This class is primarily geared to writers who have never
translated before or who are just getting started in the
process. You should have a basic or working knowledge
of another language, but you definitely need not be
fluent or even a comfortable speaker. You can translate
from any language, but all students will be translating
work into English. The first half of the course is focused
on readings and short exercises. You learn from translators who have written about their process and get a
range of perspectives on how to approach the craft.
Weekly assignments help you to process the readings,
and short translation exercises help you to ease into
this exciting form of writing. The second half of the
course is devoted to workshopping the pieces you have
chosen to translate.
Reg# 376207
Fee: $475
No refund after 11 Nov.
F Hybrid
6 mtgs
Remote Instruction
Saturday, 10:30-11:30am, Oct. 28-Dec. 8
Online
Oct. 28-Dec. 8
Elisa Wouk Almino, MA, writer, editor, translator. Translated This House by Ana Martins Marques, Scrambler
Books (2017). Ms. Almino teaches translation at Catapult and is a senior editor at Hyperallergic and translation editor at harlequin creature. Her work has appeared
in Guernica, Paris Review, n+1, Words Without Borders,
Washington Square Review, and elsewhere.

NEW
WRITING X 463.5E

Crafting Survival Stories

3.0 units
Catastrophe is becoming more common an experience
than Americans imagined possible. Climate change,
pandemics, sex trafficking, mass shootings, or singular
catastrophic events are on our minds. The result is that
our society has become desensitized to the realities of
catastrophic events. This workshop will support fiction
and nonfiction writers completing a dystopian novel, a
memoir about a personal involvement in a catastrophe,
or work that delves into the dynamics of a catastrophe.
We explore universal themes, truths revealed about
humanity, and contributions survivors bring to a world
in which mass catastrophe is becoming increasingly
common. This course unpacks those truths through
lenses including globalization, cross-cultural studies,
biology, technology, sociology, psychology, climate
change, environmentalism, writing and literature, philosophy, and history.
Reg# 376141
Fee: $665
No refund after 15 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Thursday, 6-9pm, Oct. 1-Dec. 10
No meeting Nov. 26.
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Eileen Cronin, PhD, memoirist and psychologist whose
book Mermaid, translated in three languages, was one
of O Magazine ’s Best Memoirs of the Year. She’s
received a Vermont Studio Center Fellowship and the
Washington Writing Prize and was a finalist for Pirate’s
Alley Faulkner Competition.

NEW
WRITING X 463.6E

One Idea—Many Possibilities

3.0 units
This workshop explores how to situate your story idea
into its most powerful form. If you’ve always gravitated
toward writing novels or short stories, screenplays or
poems, you are encouraged to explore new territory and
new fields of writing. Whether your subject is a locket
your grandmother gave you, an adventure you had
when you were a teenager, one of your life’s accomplishments, or a disaster, everything makes for compelling writing. We work together to decide how to tell your
story, whether memoir, screenplay, stage play, short
story, song lyrics, or an opera! You are encouraged to
experiment with a new genre, and together, we’ll get
the story moving!
Reg# 376265
Fee: $695
No refund after 21 Oct.
mOnline
Oct. 7-Dec. 15
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Victoria Zackheim, MA, editor of six anthologies of
personal essays, including The Other Woman, For Keeps,
The Face in the Mirror, and Faith. Her documentary,
Where Birds Never Sang: The Ravensbruck and
Sachsenhausen Concentration Camps, aired nationwide
on PBS. She is a San Francisco Library Laureate.

WRITING X 461.23

The Art of Creative Research

3.0 units
All writers conduct research, and every genre benefits
from systematic query and investigation. Whether
gathering family stories via oral history, re-walking Paul
Revere’s path for a dystopian novel of historical fiction,
shadowing a group of surfers for the sake of a narrative profile, observing open heart surgery in making
the pilot of a hospital drama surge with realism, or
fact-checking dates for a sociopolitical performance
poem, inquiry and investigation enrich all forms of
storytelling. Advanced and novice writers develop a
project-specific research portfolio experientially by
accessing special collections, searching physical and
electronic archives, handling historical artifacts, utilizing expeditions to geographical environments, and
managing living sources ethically, ready to integrate
their findings into literary works. By the end of the
course, writers possess a portfolio of information
gathered to enhance either a project in progress or
future works.
Reg# 375912
Fee: $695
No refund after 21 Oct.
mOnline
Oct. 7-Dec. 15
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Shawna Kenney, MFA, award-winning author of the
memoir I Was a Teenage Dominatrix and Contributing
Editor with Narratively magazine. Her latest book is Live
at the Safari Club, and her essays have been published
in The New York Times, Playboy, Creative Nonfiction,
and more.

WRITING X 461.13E

Conquering Your Story
and Its Superstructure

2.0 units
The first fundamental challenge facing all writers,
whether novice or professional, is the process of transforming your premise into a compelling, sustainable
story. This intensive workshop focuses solely on the art
of the story, with an emphasis on such fundamentals
as character development, super-objective, rising
conflict, scene work, and the all-important quest to find
your story’s superstructure. Through a series of lectures, published examples, and in-class writing exercises, writers learn how to spot critical mistakes often
made in the initial development of any narrative. This
workshop is designed for writers with a specific story
they feel passionate about telling. After the course, you
have a greater understanding of what makes a story
work, along with your own detailed superstructure
outline to use in the development, completion, and
revision of your story.
kkk

Reg# 375739
Fee: $455
No refund after 13 Nov.
❖ Remote Instruction
6 mtgs
Friday, 10am-1pm, Oct. 30-Dec. 11
No meeting Nov. 27.
Enrollment limited to 12 students.
Steven Wolfson, MFA, award-winning playwright, and
founding member of The Mark Taper Forum’s Mentor
Playwrights Project. A WGA member, Mr. Wolfson is the
recipient of two UCLA Extension Outstanding Instructor
Awards in Creative Writing and Screenwriting.

Fiction
Beginning Fiction Writing
Courses in this section are recommended for
students with some prior writing experience.
Instruction is a mix of lecture and workshopping.
With the close guidance of the instructor, students share and offer feedback in a supportive
environment focused on assessing the strengths
and weaknesses of their work. Those new to
writing should consider courses in the Basics of
Writing section. Please call an advisor at (310)
825-9415 to determine which course will best
help you reach your writing goals.

WRITING 762.7E

The Basics of Setting

Setting and Description are foundational to a story and
can support larger themes well if done thoughtfully with
fresh and vivid language, and with attention to detail,
implication, and perspective. They can, in effect, give
one’s characters a home or space to work within, as
well as open up possibilities for deepening and expanding the scope of any story. Learn how to create vivid
and descriptive settings through a one-day workshop
that explores how to write with sensory detail.
Reg# 376644
Fee: $0
❖ Remote Instruction
1 mtg
Saturday, 10am-1pm, Oct. 3
Enrollment opens two weeks prior to course date. c
Aatif Rashid, Author of Portrait of Sebastian Khan. Mr.
Rashid has published short stories in The Massachusetts Review, Metaphorosis, Arcturus, and Barrelhouse;
and nonfiction in The Los Angeles Review of Books, as
well as online on Medium. He currently writes regularly
for The Kenyon Review blog.

WRITING X 462.1

Dialogue and Point of View

3.0 units
This is a reading and exercise-based class designed to
explore and practice dialogue, voice, and point-of-view
in fiction and creative nonfiction. Each week, we will
read sample fiction and creative nonfiction to identify
how the content is influenced by the narrative choices
the writers make. We’ll discuss how dialogue can bring
characters and situations to life without imitating the
hesitation or redundancy of real conversation. We’ll
identify the benefits and drawbacks of narrating your
work in first, second, and third-person point-of-view.
We’ll explore the power of voice and the influence of
narrative distance on the reader. Weekly exercises put
theory into practice and help discover what works (and
what doesn’t) in your own writing practice.
Reg# 375747
Fee: $695
No refund after 21 Oct.
mOnline
Oct. 7-Dec. 15
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Ploy Pirapokin, MFA, fiction writer whose work is
featured in Tor.com, The Bellingham Review, Fiction
International, and more. Ms. Pirapokin has taught as a
creative writing lecturer for San Francisco State University and was a 2017-2018 Headlands Center for the
Arts Affiliate Artist.

WRITING X 462.3

Character and Conflict

3.0 units
One of the most misunderstood concepts in the craft of
fiction writing is the relationship between character and
conflict. A story can involve a complex character with
fascinating thoughts, ideas, and interests, but without a
conflict that motivates the character to act, the ensuing
story will be stagnant and flat. In this class, we explore,
through our own writing and through published work,
how to create richly imagined characters and how to
challenge them with conflicts that threaten their hidden,
most deeply held desires, forcing them to act in ways
that change the world around them. Each week, we read
sample fiction to identify craft tools that help us identify
and convey the flaws in our characters, flaws that then
help us pick a conflicted situation to push our characters
into action. Weekly writing exercises put theory into
practice and help you discover what works (and doesn’t)
in your own writing practice.
Reg# 375748
Fee: $695
No refund after 14 Oct.
mOnline
Sept. 30-Dec. 8
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Colette Sartor, MFA, fiction writer, author of the story
collection Once Removed and Other Stories, and winner
of the 2018 Flannery O’Connor Award for Short Fiction.
Ms. Sartor’s work has appeared in Kenyon Review
Online, Carve Magazine, Slice Magazine, Chicago Tribune, Colorado Review, Prairie Schooner, and
elsewhere.

WRITING X 413.4E

Writing the Fantastic

3.0 units
This course expands the study of science fiction and
fantasy writing to include both short and novel-length
fiction. Infusing a narrative with originality and fantastic
literature’s much-discussed “Sense of Wonder”—while
at the same time preserving its clarity and heart—is a
juggling act that can test a writer’s skills to the utmost.
Writing the Fantastic places emphasis on meeting this
challenge by merging the otherworldly content of
speculative fiction with humane, emotionally powerful
storytelling. Through exercises and readings, students
deepen their understanding of the speculative subgenres: alternate history, time-travel, horror, dark fantasy, sword and sorcery, urban fantasy, sociological
science fiction, and hard science fiction. The course
goal is to submit a short story or novel fragment to the
class for review and then to utilize this workshop
feedback to form and execute a revision plan.
Reg# 375749
Fee: $695
No refund after 21 Oct.
mOnline
Oct. 7-Dec. 15
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Alyx Dellamonica, author of The Town on Blighted Sea,
a Year’s Best Science Fiction pick, and Indigo Springs,
a Sunburst Award winner. She has published short
fiction in Isaac Asimov’s Science Fiction Magazine,
SciFi.Com, and Realms of Fantasy.
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The Young and the Reckless
Writing for Teens: A Virtual Conference
Accessible from Saturday, August 29 to Saturday, September 5
Enjoy a unique opportunity to learn from today’s most exciting YA writers in a
convenient virtual conference of prerecorded lectures and panels.

Young Adult Symposium Lectures and Conversations
Checking Privilege at the Door
Considering Your Genre

Creating the Complex Character
Writing a Compelling Plot

Featured Authors
Lilliam Rivera
Karol Ruth Silverstein
Cecil Castellucci
Sherri L. Smith
Henry Lien
Amy Spalding
Cindy Lin
Lee Wind
Aminah Mae Safi
The Young and the Reckless: Writing for Teens brings together some of Southern
California’s most accomplished writers and teachers in writing for young adults.

Lilliam Rivera

Cecil Castellucci

Henry Lien

Cindy Lin

Aminah Mae Safi

Karol Ruth Silverstein

Sherri L. Smith

Amy Spalding

Symposium Registration
The $50 registration fee includes:
• Keynote presentation
• Seven lectures and conversations on craft
• Two panel presentations

How to Register
Online
Visit uclaextension.edu/ya-symposium for full information on the YA Symposium.
Follow the links to complete your registration.
Phone
Call (800)825-9971 and have your American Express, Discover, JCB, MasterCard, or
Visa ready.

Lee Wind

For More Information
writers@uclaextension.edu | (310) 825-9415 | uclaextension.edu/ya-symposium
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WRITING X 411.1

Novel I

3.0 units
That novel is inside you waiting to emerge, but knowing
how and where to start can be daunting. This course
provides you with weekly assignments, group interaction, and instructor feedback to help you explore various
methods of writing your first novel while learning the
key craft points of plot, structure, characterization,
point-of-view, sense of place, and voice. The goal is to
complete the first chapter of your novel by establishing
an intimacy with your characters, as you artfully shape
their journey and to develop an overall concept to guide
you through your story. Required for students considering the long-fiction sequence.
Reg# 375742
Fee: $665
No refund after 19 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Monday, 7-10pm, Oct. 5-Dec. 7
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Henry Lien, JD, UCLA Law. Mr. Lien teaches law in the
Architecture-Interior Design Department and was
awarded Outstanding Instructor of the Year. He practiced as an attorney, served as the Glass Garage Gallery
owner and as president of the West Hollywood Fine Art
Gallery Association, and currently works as a private art
dealer. Mr. Lien also teaches for the Writers’ Program.
His Peasprout Chen middle grade fantasy series has
received New York Times acclaim and starred reviews
from Publishers Weekly, Kirkus, and Booklist.
Reg# 375741
Fee: $665
No refund after 20 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Tuesday, 7-10pm, Oct. 6-Dec. 8
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Liska Jacobs, MFA, author of two acclaimed novels,
Catalina and The Worst Kind of Want, which appeared
on the long-list for the Simpson/Joyce Carol Oates
Literary Award. Ms. Jacobs’ essays and short fiction
have appeared in The Rumpus, Los Angeles Review of
Books, Literary Hub, The Millions, and The Hairpin
among others.
Reg# 375740
Fee: $695
No refund after 21 Oct.
mOnline
Oct. 7-Dec. 15
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Noel Alumit, author of the novels Letters to Montgomery Clift and the Los Angeles Times bestseller Talking
to the Moon (2007). Mr. Alumit’s work has been published in USA Today, The Advocate, the Huffington Post,
and others. His awards include the Stonewall Book
Award (American Library Association), the Violet Quill
Award (InsightOut Books), and the James Duggins MidCareer Prize. His work has made the finalist lists for the
PEN Literary Award and the Lambda Literary Award.

WRITING X 413.7E

Write a Novel in a Month as Part of
National Novel Writing Month

3.0 units
Write a novel in a month! Is it possible? Over 100,000
writers around the world in 2016 thought so. The challenge of National Novel Writing Month (NaNoWriMo) is
to write an entire draft of a 50,000-word novel over the
30 days of November. Before launching into one of the
wildest writing experiences ever, you meet twice with
the instructor and classmates to develop the essential
strategies you need to complete your novel draft. Then,
for the next five weeks of this “write-shop,” you write
with the instructor offering writing exercises and tips
designed to generate material and move your draft
along, word-by-word, to the 50,000-word goal. At the
eighth meeting, we discuss the next steps in moving
you toward publication and have a class reading, just
like a published author would. Our last two classes are
workshops to get you started on the revision process.
You come out of the course with a draft of your novel,
a start in revising, and the tools to decide where to go
from there. Come prepared with writing materials.
kkk

Reg# 375745
Fee: $300
No refund after 1 Nov.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Sunday, 10am-1pm, Oct. 18-Dec. 13
Saturday, 10am-1pm, Dec. 12 & c
Ian Randall Wilson, MFA, MA, fiction writer and poet
whose work has appeared in North American Review,
The Gettysburg Review, Alaska Quarterly Review, and
The Boston Literary Review, among many others. Mr.
Wilson’s story collection, Hunger and Other Stories, and
his novella Great Things Are Coming, were published
by Hollyridge Press.

WRITING X 445.1

Young Adult Novel I

3.0 units
The young adult novel is one of the fastest-growing and
exciting genres in publishing today. With complex young
characters, realistic dialogue, and gripping prose, readers young and old can’t get enough of these novels. In
a supportive and inspiring environment, you explore the
elements of a YA novel’s plot, character, language,
setting, and voice—all enhanced by in-depth lectures,
discussions, manuscript workshopping, and generative
writing exercises. Also covered is the current marketplace for young adult fiction and how to query agents.
You leave the class with a completed first chapter and
a rough outline of your entire book, as well as the tools
to continue writing on your own.
Reg# 375746
Fee: $695
No refund after 21 Oct.
mOnline
Oct. 7-Dec. 15
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Kim Askew, MA, co-author of the Twisted Lit novels,
contemporary YA adaptations of Shakespeare plays, and
the screenplay for a forthcoming Hallmark Channel movie.
Ms. Askew’s work has appeared in The Wall Street Journal, Elle, the anthology The May Queen, and elsewhere.

WRITING X 413.2E

Committing the Perfect Crime:
Writing Your First Mystery

3.0 units
Do you long to commit the perfect crime—and see it
bound between covers and on the bestseller lists?
Designed for beginners as well as those with a workin-progress who need direction, this course is a supportive, results-oriented workshop that guides you in
planning your mystery or suspense novel or revising
some of the choices made in your work-in-progress.
You learn the fundamentals of crime writing, including
structure and pacing, point-of-view, setting, character
development, dialogue and voice, and clues and red
herrings, as well as self-editing techniques. Also covered are the practical aspects of attracting the right
agent and/or editor. The goal is to draft the first chapter
of your planned mystery or suspense novel.
Reg# 375750
Fee: $695
No refund after 21 Oct.
mOnline
Oct. 7-Dec. 15
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Kris Neri, Derringer Award winner and Pushcart Prize
nominee whose novels include High Crimes on the
Magical Plane, Magical Alienation, and the Agatha,
Anthony, and Macavity Award-nominated Tracy Eaton
mystery novels Revenge of the Gypsy Queen, Dem
Bones’ Revenge, and Revenge for Old Times’ Sake.

WRITING X 412.1

Short Story I

3.0 units
It is said that all of us have locked inside at least one
good story to tell. Through lectures on craft, short writing exercises, assignments, and discussion, you learn
how to tell yours. Topics include plot, point-of-view,
setting, description, conflict, characterization, dialogue,
tension, rewriting, and submission strategies. The
course goal is to draft and revise at least one short
story. This course is a prerequisite for students who are
continuing in the short-fiction sequence.
kkk

Reg# 375744
Fee: $665
No refund after 14 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Wednesday, 7-10pm, Sept. 30-Dec. 9
No meeting Nov. 11.
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Ben Loory, MFA, author of the collection Stories for
Nighttime and Some for the Day (Penguin), winner of
the 2012 Nobbie Award for Book of the Year. His stories
have been published in The New Yorker, The Rattling
Wall, and The Los Angeles Review of Books, among
others, and performed on NPR’s This American Life.
Reg# 375743
Fee: $695
No refund after 21 Oct.
mOnline
Oct. 7-Dec. 15
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Tantra Bensko, MFA, fiction writer, poet, and awardwinning author with hundreds of publications, including
four chapbooks, one novella, and two full-length fiction
books. A graduate of the Iowa Writers’ Workshop, Ms.
Bensko has a psychological suspense series, The
Agents of the Nevermind.
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Creative Writing: Short Story

5.0 units
This workshop covers the key elements of fiction writing, including plot, characterization, setting, point-ofview, and various story development techniques, as well
as publication markets. Your goal is to develop three
short stories over the course of the quarter. c
Reg# 375751
Fee: $745
No refund after 14 Oct.
mOnline
Sept. 30-Dec. 15
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Adam Prince, MFA, PhD, fiction writer whose short
story collection, The Beautiful Wishes of Ugly Men, was
published by Black Lawrence Press. His work has
appeared in The Southern Review and Missouri Review,
among others. He is a Pushcart Prize nominee and a
Tickner Fellow at the Gilman School in Baltimore.

Reg# 375752
Fee: $695
No refund after 21 Oct.
mOnline
Oct. 7-Dec. 15
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Chris L. Terry, MFA, author of the novels Black Card
(Catapult, 2019) and Zero Fade (Curbside Splendor,
2013), which was named Best Book of the Year by Slate
and Kirkus Reviews. Mr. Terry’s short work has
appeared in PANK, Razorcake, Very Smart Brothas, and
more. He has taught for PEN America, Writing Workshops LA, and Storycatchers Theatre.

WRITING X 413.1E

Story Structure for the Novel

3.0 units
Many aspiring novelists write with the hope that inspiration will come. The result is time wasted on a flabby
novel with no clear shape and a sagging pace. On the
other hand, story structure gives your novel a skeleton;
it forms the bones of your story. And just as adding
flesh and clothing to a body makes that body more
unique, so does any creative addition the writer makes
to his or her basic structure. This course teaches you
how to build that skeleton, from a solid premise line to
building the moral argument of your novel. You ensure
that your novel has what story structure guru John
Truby calls the “seven key steps,” and you learn how
reversals and reveals, as well as character wants and
needs, can drive your story to a satisfying conclusion.
Exercises focus on structural elements such as character ghosts, story world, and more. By the end of the
course, you have in hand a six-page synopsis that
works. In addition, for most weeks, you submit up to
750 words of writing that relate to a particular structural element.
Reg# 375758
Fee: $695
No refund after 21 Oct.
mOnline
Oct. 7-Dec. 15
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c &
Caroline Leavitt, New York Times best-selling author
who has published 11 novels, including her latest, Cruel
Beautiful World. A critic for The San Francisco Chronicle
and People, Ms. Leavitt is a recipient of the UCLA Extension Outstanding Instructor Award in Creative Writing.

Intermediate Fiction Writing

WRITING X 413.6E

These courses are designed for students who
have fulfilled the prerequisites stated in each
description. Instruction includes lectures as
appropriate, but the focus is on workshopping.
Students continue to share and offer feedback in
a supportive environment. Please call an advisor
at (310) 825-9415 to determine which course will
best help you reach your writing goals.

3.0 units
In this fast-paced, fun, and exhilarating novel writing
course, you do the unthinkable: write a novel in 10 weeks
from start to finish. Tapping into the rich material inside
your subconscious, you do mini exercises in class that
form the plot, characters, setting, genre, and structure of
your very own work of fiction. At home you write three
pages a day to complete your manuscript. This is a class
for beginners and seasoned writers alike. All that is
required is discipline, determination, and commitment.
Reg# 375759
Fee: $665
No refund after 14 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Wednesday, 7-10pm, Sept. 30-Dec. 9
No meeting Nov. 11.
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Tempany Deckert, author who has published 18
novels for middle grade and young adult readers,
including It’s Yr Life, The Shooting Stars, and the series
Kids Inc./Radio Rebels and Kids Inc./Fashion Police for
Macmillan. Ms. Deckert is also an actress and motivational speaker.

WRITING X 411.2

Novel II

3.0 units
Armed with your overall concept and first chapter, you
continue to develop your knowledge of craft by writing
scenes using characters and situations from the projected novel and workshopping your in-progress work.
Mini-lectures on the art of the novel, intuitive creative
process, and conventional vs. non-conventional
approaches to novel structure also are covered. The
goal is to complete 50 pages of your novel.
Prerequisite(s): WRITING X 411.1 Novel I or comparable
workshop experience.
Reg# 375753
Fee: $665
No refund after 15 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Thursday, 7-10pm, Oct. 1-Dec. 10
No meeting Nov. 26.
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Adam McOmber, MFA, author of My House Gathers
Desires: Stories, The White Forest: A Novel, and This
New & Poisonous Air. His stories have appeared in
Conjunctions, Kenyon Review, and Fairy Tale Review.
kkk
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WRITING X 411.3

Advanced Fiction Writing

WRITING X 412.3

3.0 units
For those with a minimum of 50 pages of a novel-inprogress, this workshop guides you to generate at least
50 new pages, as well as learn essential self-editing
techniques with the instructor and peers reviewing each
participant’s project in detail. Refinements of character,
structure, emotional content, and the development of
the writer’s voice are also explored. The goal is to
produce a substantial portion of your novel.
Prerequisite(s): WRITING X 411.2 Novel II or comparable
workshop experience.
Reg# 375754
Fee: $665
No refund after 10 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Saturday, 1-4pm, Sept. 26-Dec. 5
No meeting Nov. 28.
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Francesca Lia Block, author ofThe Thorn Necklace:
Healing Through Writing and the Creative Process and
many bestselling and award-winning novels, including
The Elementals, Beyond the Pale Motel, Dangerous
Angels: The Weetzie Bat Books, Necklace of Kisses, and
Roses and Bones, Ms. Block received the Margaret A.
Edwards Lifetime Achievement Award.
Reg# 375755
Fee: $695
No refund after 21 Oct.
mOnline
Oct. 7-Dec. 15
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Jessica Barksdale, MFA, MA, author of 15 novels
including The Play’s the Thing and a poetry collection,
When We Almost Drowned. Ms. Barksdale short stories,
poems, and essays have appeared in Compose, Salt
Hill Journal, The Coachella Review, and Carve Magazine. She is a professor of English at Diablo Valley
College and teaches in the MFA program at Southern
New Hampshire University.

Advanced-level courses are primarily workshopdriven and are designed for students who are
well into their projects. Admission is by submission only and the selection process is competitive. It is recommended that students take
intermediate-level courses prior to submitting
their work. For instructions on submitting work,
contact the Writers’ Program at (310) 825-9415
or go to writers.uclaextension.edu/continuingstudents. The submission deadline for fall is
Aug. 31 at 9am (PT). Visitors are not permitted in
advanced-level courses.

3.0 units
The short story, one of the most challenging of all literary forms, requires the precision and imagistic intensity
of poetry combined with novelistic elements of structure, setting, and characterization. This workshop helps
you to realize your fictional intentions through detailed
written critiques and to prepare your stories for publication in targeted markets. The course goal is to complete
two new stories and one revision.
Prerequisite(s): WRITING X 412.2 Short Story II or
comparable workshop experience.
Reg# 375762
Fee: $755
No refund after 29 Sept.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Tuesday, 7-10pm, Oct. 6-Dec. 8
Enrollment limited to 12 students.Visitors not permitted. $100 nonrefundable. Not eligible for any
discounts. c &
Lou Mathews, MFA, whose stories have been published in New England Review, Tin House, Black Clock,
and nine fiction anthologies. A novelist (LA Breakdown)
and journalist, he has received a Pushcart Prize, an NEA
Fiction Fellowship, and is a recipient of the UCLA Extension Outstanding Instructor Award in Creative Writing.

Novel III

WRITING X 412.2

Short Story II

3.0 units
Focusing on close textual analysis and intensive writing
practice, you create two short stories and revise one in
this 10-week workshop. Weekly lectures on technique,
analysis of published stories, and in-depth instructor
and peer critique develop and deepen your understanding of the art and craft of short story writing. Strategies
for approaching the marketplace are also discussed.
Prerequisite(s): WRITING X 412.1 Short Story I or
comparable workshop experience.
Reg# 375757
Fee: $665
No refund after 20 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Tuesday, 7-10pm, Oct. 6-Dec. 8
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Ron Darian, author and writer/producer whose fiction
has appeared in Fiction International, Inkwell, and The
MacGuffin, among many others. Mr. Darian is also a
WGA member whose television credits include Frasier,
Mad About You, and 7th Heaven. He was recently
nominated for a Pushcart Prize.
Reg# 375756
Fee: $695
No refund after 21 Oct.
mOnline
Oct. 7-Dec. 15
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Charles Wyatt, MFA, MM, author, whose short fiction
has appeared in American Literary Review and New
American Writing, among others. Mr. Wyatt is the author
of Listening to Mozart (winner of the John Simmons
Award), and the novella The Spirit Autobiography of S.
N. Jones.

Submission Guidelines for Advanced Fiction Writing Courses
Please note that there are no pre-approvals. To be
eligible for an advanced creative writing course, all
students must submit one document (double-spaced,
12-point font, 1-inch margins on all sides) containing
a 10-page writing sample; a synopsis of up to one page
for any longer submitted works (novels); a personal
statement of one paragraph outlining what the student
hopes to gain from the class; and a list of previous
courses completed in the Writers’ Program or other
programs with instructors (when known).

WRITING X 411.4

Novel IV

3.0 units
For students with at least 100 pages of a novel, this
advanced workshop focuses on elements of technique
and vision necessary for a work to be considered
complete. You receive intensive instructor and peer
critiques of manuscript chapters and their relation to
the overall work, including a review as needed of the
effective use of voice, tone, mood, imagery, and metaphor. A major goal of this course is to give you the
self-editing skills to polish and revise your entire novel
within and beyond the course itself.
Prerequisite(s): WRITING X 411.3 Novel III or comparable workshop experience.
Reg# 375760
Fee: $785
No refund after 30 Sept.
mOnline
Oct. 7-Dec. 15
Enrollment limited to 12 students. Visitors not permitted. $100 non-refundable. Not eligible for any
discounts.
Paul Witcover, MA, author of six novels, including The
Watchman of Eternity, and a collection of short stories.
His critical essays and book reviews have appeared in
Locus, Realms of Fantasy, and The New York Review of
Science Fiction. With writer Elizabeth Hand, he cocreated and co-wrote the DC Comics series Anima.

WRITING X 411.5

Novel V

3.0 units
For students who have completed Novel Writing IV, this
intensive workshop is specifically directed toward refining an advanced manuscript into a polished novel. The
focus is on structural and thematic aspects and the
maintenance of the author’s unique voice. You work
closely with your peers and the instructor to assess
portions of individual manuscripts. Emphasis is given to
developing and perfecting self-editing techniques. The
overall goal of the course is for each novel to reach a
professional level appropriate for eventual publication.
Prerequisite(s): WRITING X 411.4 Novel IV or comparable workshop experience.
Reg# 375761
Fee: $785
No refund after 30 Sept.
mOnline
Oct. 7-Dec. 15
Enrollment limited to 12 students.Visitors not permitted. $100 nonrefundable. Not eligible for any
discounts. c
Robert Eversz, MFA, author of the novels Zero to the
Bone, Digging James Dean, Burning Garbo, Killing
Paparazzi, Gypsy Hearts, and Shooting Elvis. Mr. Eversz’s novels have been translated into 15 languages. He
has been the finalist judge for the AWP Award Series in
the Novel.

Short Story III

WRITING X 411.6

Master Class in Novel Writing

9.0 units
This dynamic and rigorous Master Class in Novel Writing is designed for those serious about revising and
polishing their novels and getting published. The ninemonth, 30-week structure allows for intensely individual
instruction, peer critiques from a community of likedminded, talented writers, and a focus on process and
results. Each participant’s unique voice is cultivated so
that it remains true to the singular vision for his or her
novel, while ongoing one-on-one mentoring by a professional novelist provides distinctly personal support.
Workshops include discussion and implementation of
the basic craft elements of writing including, but not
limited to, developing structure, creating vibrant, memorable characters, setting and maintaining tone, creating
scenes that further your theme, and the art of revision.
Guest speakers (authors, agents, editors) share their
insights on writing, publishing and staying balanced
through the sometimes daunting process of it all.
Master Class students’ novel excerpts are submitted to
an established agent for review and consideration at
the completion of the course. Participants may withdraw their application anytime before acceptance. A full
novel manuscript submission and a $10 nonrefundable
application fee are required.
Reg# 376006
Fee: $3,860
No refund after 7 Sept.
F Hybrid
4 mtgs
Online
Oct. 7-Jun. 8
Virtual Residency)
Thursday-Sunday, 9am-5pm, Mar. 11-14, 2021
Deadline for application is Aug. 31 at 9am (PT)
and there is a $10 non-refundable application
fee. Restricted course; approval needed to enroll.
Not eligible for any discounts. Enrollment limited to
eight students. Visitors not permitted. No refund
after enrolling.
Submission Guidelines for Master Class in
Novel Writing with Lynn Hightower
Please submit the following materials (Word Document or PDF only): a one-page personal statement
that includes your writing background, previous creative writing courses taken; a two-page synopsis of
your novel-in-progress; the completed first draft of
your novel; and in a separate document from the full
manuscript, pull one complete scene you feel is one
of the best and accurately reflects your novel-inprogress (no longer than 12 pages). (Note: participants in this master class work only on the novel
submitted for admission. No exceptions. Each page
should be numbered, typed in 12-point Times New
Roman font, and double spaced with 1-inch margins.)
Lynn Hightower, nationally and internationally bestselling novelist with 14 books in print. Ms. Hightower’s

books have appeared on The New York Times “Notable”
list, The London Times best seller list, and have been
selections of The Literary Guild and The Mystery Guild.
She also is a recipient of the Shamus Award.

Creative Nonfiction
Beginning Creative
Nonfiction Writing
Courses in this section are recommended for
students with some prior writing experience.
Instruction is a mix of lecture and workshopping.
With the close guidance of the instructor, students share and offer feedback in a supportive
environment focused on assessing the strengths
and weaknesses of their work. Those new to
writing should consider courses in the Basics of
Writing section. Please call an advisor at (310)
825-9415 to determine which course will best
help you reach your writing goals.

WRITING 721.3E

Nonfiction 101

A quick taste of what it takes to pitch nonfiction articles
for publication. This three-hour online workshop
includes a look at the basic types of nonfiction (profiles,
retrospectives, essays, how-to articles, etc.); where to
get ideas; how to turn ideas into a story pitch; and what
editors want. Students should come with questions and
be ready to perform a short writing exercise.
Reg# 376378
Fee: $0
❖ Remote Instruction
1 mtg
Saturday, 10am-1pm, Nov. 14
Enrollment opens two weeks prior to course date. c
Roberta Wax, freelance writer; former reporter, United
Press International; former president, Society of Professional Journalists, Los Angeles Chapter. Ms. Wax is
a contributor to many magazines and newspapers,
including the Los Angeles Times, Westways, Emmy,
and Animation.

WRITING 721.2E

Storytelling Starter Kit

In this one-day workshop, we find the stories that only
you can tell. Through prompts and playful writing
exercises, you learn how to generate unique and gripping story ideas, find your first line, and learn simple
techniques for structuring a personal story for performance. By the end of the workshop, you have the
beginnings of an unforgettable, personal story that you
can tell in one of the city’s many storytelling shows like
The Moth Story Slam and many other ideas in your
back pocket to continue to develop into full pieces.
Reg# 375772
Fee: $0
❖ Remote Instruction
1 mtg
Saturday, 10am-1pm, Oct. 24
Enrollment opens two weeks prior to course date. c
Cole Kazdin, MS, writer, performer, and Emmy-winning
television journalist. Ms. Kazdin is a regular contributor
to VICE and has written for The New York Times. She is
a three-time Moth GrandSLAM champion and tells
stories onstage all across the country, on NPR, and in
the book All These Wonders.

WRITING X 424.2E

Creative Alchemy:
Finding and Writing Life Stories
You Were Meant to Tell

3.0 units
This course is for anyone who has a story from “real life”
that needs to be told. Sometimes your story is about a
person, place, thing, or some concealed part of yourself;
a remembered time or event; or even something that
will happen as you give account to its unfolding. Over
the span of this course, you identify this element of your
story’s core fascination and acquire the skills to tell it,
including researching and interviewing techniques,
cultivating your own unique writing voice, and constructing your story into a combination of episodes that
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advance and present it to best dramatic and imaginative
effect. Finally, you investigate possible venues where
each story might most effectively be presented.
Reg# 375771
Fee: $665
No refund after 14 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Wednesday, 7-10pm, Sept. 30-Dec. 9
No meeting Nov. 11.
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Harry Youtt, fiction writer and Pushcart Prize-nominated poet whose recent collections include I’ll Always
Be from Lorain and Outbound for Elsewhere. Mr. Youtt
is a co-recipient of the UCLA Extension Outstanding
Distinguished Instructor Award and the UCLA Extension
Instructor Award in Creative Writing.
Judith Prager, PhD, fiction and nonfiction writer whose
works include The Newman Factor, Verbal First Aid and
The Worst Is Over: What to Say When Every Moment
Counts. She is a co-recipient of the UCLA Extension
Distinguished Instructor Award and the UCLA Extension
Outstanding Instructor Award in Creative Writing.

WRITING X 424.21E

Storytelling for Social Justice

3.0 units
Well-told, new narratives can change the world. Living
in a time of rising movements such as Black Lives
Matter, MeToo, DACA/refugee and immigrant rights,
LGBTQ rights, and more, students are encouraged to
uncover stories that are not included in our history
textbooks. Through workshops, students gain access to
pathways to explore personal history, family narratives,
and stories amidst their communities. Students read
and produce compelling creative nonfiction—memoir,
essays, literary journalism, blogging, audio/video
recording, live performance, and more—to share with
larger audiences. Integral to the creation of new work
is revision, peer feedback, and literary work that serves
as models. By the end of the course, students have
begun a narrative in a format of their choice that they
will develop into a completed project in order to share
with the larger community.
Reg# 375770
Fee: $695
No refund after 21 Oct.
mOnline
Oct. 7-Dec. 15
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Sehba Sarwar, MA, author of the novel Black Wings.
Ms. Sarwar’s writings have appeared in New York Times
Sunday Magazine, Asia: Magazine of Asian Literature,
Callaloo, and elsewhere. She has taught writing workshops at University of Houston and through nonprofits.

WRITING X 422.1

Personal Essay I

3.0 units
“Personal Essay” is a broad term that encompasses
humorous essays, opinion pieces, and mini-memoirs—
but which always details the writer’s journey through a
specific experience. This workshop teaches aspiring
personal essayists how to be a compelling first-person
narrator and employ craft elements such as theme,
character development, voice, pacing, scene-setting,
and exposition to tell their stories. The goal is to complete at least one personal essay (600-2,500 words)
and develop material for future essays.
Reg# 375766
Fee: $665
No refund after 15 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Thursday, 7-10pm, Oct. 1-Dec. 10
No meeting Nov. 26.
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Brian Sonia-Wallace, author of The Poetry of Strangers. Mr. Sonia-Wallace’s reportage has appeared in
Rolling Stone and The Guardian, and he writes regularly
for the LA County Department of Cultural Affairs. He is
the founder of RENT Poet, which produces live, custom
poetry for events, and he has been the Writer-in-Residence for Mall of America, Amtrak, and the Boston
Harbor Islands.
kkk

Reg# 375765
Fee: $695
No refund after 21 Oct.
mOnline
Oct. 7-Dec. 15
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Michael Luongo, author or editor of 16 books, including Frommer’s Buenos Aires and Argentina guidebooks.
Mr. Luongo was twice named Journalist of the Year for
the North American Travel Journalists Association. His
journalism and photography work have appeared in the
New York Times, National Geographic Traveler, and
Bloomberg News, among many others.

WRITING X 423.1

Memoir I

3.0 units
A memoir is a book-length narrative that is told from
the writer’s point of view and captures a meaningful
slice of the writer’s life. If you have a story to tell and
would like to figure out how best to tell it, this course
helps you get started. In-class writing exercises help
you identify significant moments from your life, decide
on a workable structure for telling your story, and
determine what exactly your story is about. You also
focus on the habits and tools you need to establish and
maintain a writing practice and read excerpts from a
range of memoirs for inspiration and guidance. By the
end of the course, you have an outline and a draft of
one to two chapters.
Reg# 375767
Fee: $665
No refund after 20 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Tuesday, 7-10pm, Oct. 6-Dec. 8
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Monica Holloway, author of the critically-acclaimed
memoirs, Driving with Dead People and Cowboy & Wills.
Ms. Holloway is actively involved in the work of the
National Center for Family Literacy and Autism Speaks
and has participated in several events with the Special
Needs Network.
Reg# 375768
Fee: $695
No refund after 21 Oct.
mOnline
Oct. 7-Dec. 15
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Liz Stephens, PhD, author of the memoir, The Days
Are Gods. Ms. Stephens’ essays appear in Brief
Encounters: An Anthology of Short Nonfiction and Dirt:
An Anthology. She has served as managing editor and
contributor to Brevity: A Journal of Concise Nonfiction.

WRITING X 421.1

Creative Nonfiction I

3.0 units
This course explores the unlimited possibilities of creative nonfiction, which embraces forms of creative
writing such as personal essay, memoir, profiles, and
more. Working with the same techniques as fiction,
including artful language choices, dialogue, character
development, structure, and plot, you are guided to
transform factual events and experiences into a complete, imaginative narrative. This course includes several
readings from a variety of nonfiction authors. The course
goal is to produce one complete and revised narrative
essay, as well as additional material to develop further.
Reg# 375764
Fee: $665
No refund after 14 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Wednesday, 4-7pm, Sept. 30-Dec. 9
No meeting Nov. 11.
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Mathew Rodriguez, MA, contributing editor for the
anthology Modern Loss: Candid Conversations about
Grief. Mr. Rodriguez is a staff writer at INTO, an LGBTQ
magazine, as well as an essayist whose work has
appeared in Slate, the Village Voice, Teen Vogue, Mic,
and TheBody.com. He hosts a podcast, Slayerfest 98,
about Buffy the Vampire Slayer.
kkk

2020–2021 Master Classes
in Creative Writing
If you have the talent, passion, and determination necessary to produce professional-quality work, apply for one of two master classes this fall. Each of these
advanced workshops is limited to eight writers and requires submission of a
complete book-length project.
In addition to instruction, each master class participant receives written feedback from a reputable agent, discounted certificate enrollment fees, and more.
The deadline to apply is at 9am PT on August 31.
Master Class in Creative Nonfiction Writing
(Remote Instruction)
A 9-month course.
Instructor: Barbara Abercrombie
Designed for nonfiction writers who are revising their
memoir or personal essay collections for publication.

Barbara Abercrombie

Master Class in Novel Writing (Online/Hybrid)
A 9-month course.
Instructor: Lynn Hightower
Designed for novelists committed to revising their
book to a publishable level. Includes a 4-day virtual
residency with instructor Lynn Hightower.

Lynn Hightower

For More Information
(310) 825-9415 | writers.uclaextension.edu
Reg# 375763
Fee: $695
No refund after 21 Oct.
mOnline
Oct. 7-Dec. 15
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Yelizaveta Renfro, MFA, PhD, short story writer whose
collection, A Catalogue of Everything in the World, won
the St. Lawrence Book Award. Ms. Renfro’s essay collection, Xylotheque, was published by the University of
New Mexico Press. A Pushcart Prize nominee, she is
the editor of Keeping Track: Fiction of Lists.

WRITING X 424.18E

Introduction to Literary Journalism

3.0 units
Literary journalism is nonfiction prose that transcends
“who, what, where, and when” to give a more detailed,
richer, and vivid picture of real events. It combines an
immersive approach to reporting with the aims and
techniques of fiction. Although this type of writing has
roots in antiquity (i.e. Thucydides’s The Peloponnesian
War), contemporary practitioners include Tom Wolfe,
Joan Didion, John McPhee, and Gay Talese. Today, literary journalism appears in periodicals such as The New
Yorker, The Atlantic Monthly, Esquire, and Harper’s
Magazine, as well as in the magazines or literary supplements of many major newspapers. By the end of the

course, you have an understanding of the basic techniques for reporting and writing such journalism and at
least one project started.
Reg# 376001
Fee: $695
No refund after 21 Oct.
mOnline
Oct. 7-Dec. 15
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c &
Robert Anasi, PhD, author of Bohemia: Scenes from
the Life of Williamsburg, Brooklyn. Mr. Anasi’s works
have appeared in the New York Times, Salon, Virginia
Quarterly Review, and Los Angeles Times, among others. He has received a New York Foundation for the Arts
Fellowship and a Schaeffer Fellowship.
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WRITING X 424.20E

Writing Short Form Nonfiction

2.0 units
Short, well-focused articles provide one of the surest
pathways for breaking into publication. It’s easier than
you might think—if you know how the print and online
publishing worlds work, understand the needs and
demands of particular markets, and put some effort into
polishing your skills. In this enjoyable six-week course,
you achieve all those goals while you produce weekly
assignments of 250-500 words in specific nonfiction
genres, including personal essay, how-to story, interview/profile, reviews, trends stories, ghostwriting, narrative nonfiction, and research essays—which are then
workshopped in class. You gain valuable experience in
thinking and writing like a pro, all while having fun in a
positive, supportive, and constructive environment. The
course goal is to write and begin polishing at least eight
short nonfiction pieces while gaining a clearer understanding of what editors look for, how they think, and
how to pitch to them.
Reg# 375769
Fee: $399
No refund after 10 Nov.
❖ Remote Instruction
6 mtgs
Tuesday, 7-10pm, Oct. 27-Dec. 1
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Norman Kolpas, author and editor whose several
hundred nonfiction pieces have appeared in many
publications, including Bon Appetit, HOME, Elle, Sunset,
Southwest Art, and The Times of London. Mr. Kolpas is
also the author of more than 40 nonfiction books and
consults with and ghost writers for many top personalities and brands.

WRITING X 424.3E

Writing Out of Your Life

3.0 units
Writing out of your life can be a process of self-revelation, a way of discerning the pattern of your life even
while you’re in the midst of living it. Whether you want
to write a memoir or transmute your life into fiction or
poetry, this workshop helps you mine the rich vein of
material that is yours alone. The focus of this workshop
is on production and encouragement, rather than editing and critiquing. Using a combination of weekly
prompts and assignments, instructor feedback, and
group interaction, you write a series of autobiographical
narratives. For both beginners and seasoned writers
who want to get in touch with their personal voice.
Reg# 375773
Fee: $695
No refund after 21 Oct.
mOnline
Oct. 7-Dec. 15
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Lynn Lauber, fiction writer, essayist, and ghostwriter
who has published the autobiographical fiction books
White Girls and 21 Sugar Street and a memoir/writing
book Listen to Me: Writing Life into Meaning, all with
W. W. Norton. Ms. Lauber’s work has appeared in The
New York Times.

Intermediate Creative
Nonfiction Writing
These courses are designed for students who
have fulfilled the prerequisites stated in each
description. Instruction includes lectures as
appropriate, but the focus is on workshopping.
Students continue to share and offer feedback in
a supportive environment. Please call an advisor
at (310) 825-9415 to determine which course will
best help you reach your writing goals.

WRITING X 422.2

Personal Essay II

3.0 units
Unlike fiction, personal essay offers an opportunity to
explore the choices you’ve made, whether life-changing
moments or those little decisions that set us on a new
course. Through this exploration, you come to a better
understanding of family dynamics and how events from
the past have affected the choices you make today. In
this course, you expand your knowledge of what makes

Enroll at uclaextension.edu or call (800) 825-9971
an essay stronger, more compelling, and more honest.
This course guides you to write and revise one or more
personal essays to be submitted for publication and to
pinpoint the best markets and outlets for your work.
Prerequisite(s): WRITING X 422.1 Personal Essay I or
comparable workshop experience.
Reg# 375775
Fee: $665
No refund after 14 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Wednesday, 7-10pm, Sept. 30-Dec. 9
No meeting Nov. 11.
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Antonia Crane, MFA, author of memoir Spent. Ms.
Crane is the 2018 Creative Nonfiction Grand Prize
Winner for PRISM International magazine and the Distinguished Alum in the area of Activism and Community
Service (AULA). She has written for The New York
Times, Quartz, Bustle, Narratively, The Establishment,
The Rumpus, Buzzfeed, DAME, among others.

WRITING X 423.2

Memoir II

3.0 units
Designed for the serious writer committed to participating in a structured writing regimen as well as engaging
in ongoing critiques and craft discussions, this course
guides you to examine key issues in your work, create
an involving storyline out of your life experience, and
cast yourself as a compelling character readers want
to follow. You also develop the self-editing skills you
need to polish and revise your material at a level
appropriate to submit to publishers. Includes discussion
of current marketplace. The course goal is to complete
50 well-crafted pages of your project.
Prerequisite(s): WRITING X 423.1 Memoir I or comparable workshop experience.
Reg# 375776
Fee: $665
No refund after 15 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Thursday, 7-10pm, Oct. 1-Dec. 10
No meeting Nov. 26.
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Elizabeth Silver, MA, author of the memoir The Tincture of Time: A Memoir of (Medical) Uncertainty and the
critically acclaimed novel The Execution of Noa P. Singleton. Ms. Silver has published work in The Washington Post, McSweeney’s, New York Magazine, Literary
Hub, and The Los Angeles Review, among others. Her
work has earned fellowships and residencies from
Ucross Foundation, Ragdale, Byrdcliffe Artist Colony, A
Room of Her Own Foundation, and the British Centre
for Literary Translation.

WRITING X 421.2

Creative Nonfiction II

3.0 units
Designed for those who have already begun to explore
memoir or other narrative nonfiction genres, this workshop guides you to take your skills to the next level by
focusing on a collection of essays, a single project, or
other types of nonfiction prose; works-in-progress are
welcome. Every week, you read several short, stylistically adventurous pieces to expand your repertoire and
post a new installment of your own project for feedback
from your instructor and peers. The goal is to create
two new essay-length works of creative nonfiction and
polish your skills for publication.
Prerequisite(s): WRITING X 421.1 Creative Nonfiction I
or comparable workshop experience.
Reg# 375778
Fee: $695
No refund after 21 Oct.
mOnline
Oct. 7-Dec. 15
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Mieke Eerkens, MFA, author of All Ships Follow Me: A
Family’s Inheritance of War. Ms. Eerkens’ works have
appeared in publications such as Creative Nonfiction
and Best Travel Writing 2011, among others. She has
received distinguished fellowships at VCCA and the
James Merrill House.

Advanced Creative
Nonfiction Writing
Advanced-level courses are primarily workshopdriven and are designed for students who are
well into their projects. Admission is by submission only and the selection process is competitive. It is recommended that students take
intermediate-level courses prior to submitting
their work. For instructions on submitting work,
contact the Writers’ Program at (310) 825-9415
or go to writers.uclaextension.edu/continuingstudents. The submission deadline for fall is
Aug. 31 at 9am (PT). Visitors are not permitted in
advanced-level courses.
Submission Guidelines for Advanced Creative
Nonfiction Writing Courses
Please note that there are no pre-approvals. To be
eligible for an advanced creative writing course, all
students must submit one document (double-spaced,
12-point font, 1-inch margins on all sides) containing
a 10-page writing sample; a synopsis of up to one page
for any longer submitted works (novels); a personal
statement of one paragraph outlining what the student
hopes to gain from the class; and a list of previous
courses completed in the Writers’ Program or other
programs, with instructors (when known).

WRITING X 421.3

Creative Nonfiction III

3.0 units
Designed for serious writers who seek to refine their
creative nonfiction manuscripts—including memoirs and
personal essay collections—into polished works, this
intensive workshop helps you polish your writing and
find your narrative’s energy and unique voice. You also
develop and perfect self-editing techniques as well as
explore the current market. The course goal is to have
two chapters and a book proposal or two short essays
ready to submit to publishers, as well as increase
mastery over this artistic form.
Prerequisite(s): WRITING X 421.2 Creative Nonfiction II
or comparable workshop experience.
Reg# 375777
Fee: $785
No refund after 30 Sept.
F Hybrid
10 mtgs
Online
Oct. 7-Dec. 15
Remote Instruction
Wednesday, 6:30-9:30pm, Oct. 7-Dec. 9
Enrollment limited to 12 students. Visitors not permitted. $100 nonrefundable. Not eligible for any
discounts. c
Alison Singh Gee, MA, nonfiction writer who has written for Marie Claire, InStyle, International Herald Tribune, and the Los Angeles Times. Ms. Gee was a staff
writer for People magazine and her memoir, Where the
Peacocks Sing, was named a National Geographic
Traveler Book of the Month.

NEW
WRITING X 421.4

Master Class in Creative
Nonfiction Writing

9.0 units
Designed for writers serious about revising their draft
memoirs and personal essay collections into polished
works for publication, this 30-week course allows for
in-depth critiques from a community of nonfiction writers, personalized guidance, and ongoing, one-on-one
mentoring from a professional writer. In a challenging
but supportive workshop environment, you will study
the advanced elements of craft such as capturing
memorable moments, developing a narrative structure,
braiding your story with larger universal themes, and
the art of revision. Guest speakers share their insights
on writing, publishing, and the nonfiction market as you
shape your next draft and prepare a professional book
proposal. Master Class students’ excerpts are submitted to an established agent for review and consideration
at the completion of the course.
Participants may withdraw their application any time
before acceptance. A submission of a complete memoir

manuscript or collection of essays and a $10 nonrefundable application fee are required.
Reg# 376147
Fee: $3,860
No refund after 6 Sept.
❖ Remote Instruction
30 mtgs
Tuesday, 10am-1pm,
Oct. 6, 2020-June 1, 2021
No meetings Nov. 24; Dec. 22 & 29; Jan. 5; Mar. 23.
Deadline for application is Aug. 31 at 9am (PST)
and there is a $10 non-refundable application
fee. Restricted course; approval needed to enroll. Not
eligible for any discounts. Enrollment limited to eight
students. Visitors not permitted. No refund after
enrolling.
Submission Guidelines for Master Class in Creative Nonfiction Writing
Please submit the following materials (Word Document or PDF only): a one-page personal statement
that includes your writing background, previous creative writing courses taken; a two-page synopsis of
your work-in-progress and the completed first draft of
your creative nonfiction manuscripts (either a memoir
and personal essay collection). (Note: participants in
this master class work only on the project submitted
for admission. No exceptions. Each page should be
numbered, typed in 12-point Times New Roman font,
and double spaced with 1-inch margins.)
Barbara Abercrombie, author of 15 books, including
Courage and Craft: Writing Your Life into Story; A Year
of Writing Dangerously; and Kicking in the Wall. Ms.
Abercrombie is a recipient of the UCLA Extension Distinguished Instructor Award and the UCLA Extension
Outstanding Instructor Award in Creative Writing.

Writing for
Young People
Writing Picture Books
WRITING X 441.1

Picture Book I

3.0 units
Created for the beginning writer, this course explores
the various genres within the category of children’s
picture books, including nonfiction, writing in rhyme,
classics, and concept books for young children. Writing exercises focus on improving fundamental craft
skills, such as characterization, story structure, setting, voice, and point-of-view. You are encouraged to
expand your creative thinking in order to develop your
own unique writing style (your voice), and a peer
feedback group provides a nurturing atmosphere
for discussion of each writer’s work. The goal is to
complete a draft of a picture book manuscript and a
market list of potential publishers.
Reg# 376091
Fee: $665
No refund after 14 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Wednesday, 3-6pm, Sept. 30-Dec. 9
No meeting Nov. 11.
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
April Halprin Wayland, author of seven picture books,
including New Year at the Pier: A Rosh Hashanah Story,
named Best Jewish Picture Book. She won the Myra
Cohn Livingston Award for Girl Coming In for a Landing:
A Novel in Poems, and is a recipient of the UCLA Extension Outstanding Instructor Award in Creative Writing.
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Certificate in Creative Writing
A Flexible Program for Writers in All Genres
New!
Develop creative writing skills in poetry, creative nonfiction, fiction, and more. This
customizable program culminates in a capstone project in which students make
significant progress on a polished collection of work.

This program is perfect for

• People new to writing who want to develop strong skills in one genre
• People with varied interests who want the freedom to write in several genres
• People with specific ideas for a novel, memoir, short stories, personal essays, or

poems
• Writers pursuing development in poetry, writing for young readers, or a variety of
special topics
• Writers who wish to polish pieces for submission to MFA programs
• Writers who want to become part of a vibrant community of artists who share their
passion

What you can learn

• Identify your personal creative writing goals and develop a plan to achieve them
• Discover techniques of powerful storytelling
• Craft compelling characters whether from your imagination or inspired by real life
• Write memorable scenes and stories that resonate
• Workshop your manuscript with expert instructors and your peers
• Generate up to 250 pages of collected work
Chart your own course from across the Creative Writing curriculum or choose from
one of our curriculum roadmaps for novels, memoirs, poetry, and more. Speak
with an advisor to identify your personal writing goals and get insight into which
courses will help you get there.

Program at a Glance

• 18 units of classes that suit your needs and interests
• A 3-unit Creative Capstone course to polish your best work

Visit uclaextension.edu/writing-journalism/creative-writing/certificate/creative-writing to learn more about certificate student benefits and to sign up today.

Writing for Kids and Middle
Grade Readers
WRITING X 446.3E

Writing for Young Readers II

3.0 units
Designed for students with a solid grounding in the
fundamentals of children’s writing, this workshop
allows you to develop a book-length project in a
particular age category in whatever specific genre and
category you choose—picture books, nonfiction books,
or young adult novels. Writing techniques, such as
dramatic arc, tension, character definition and development, point-of-view, conflict, and humor, are discussed and explored in detail. Assistance in editing,
revision, and content for your work-in-progress is
given through writing exercises and constructive
criticism. The course goal is to have developed a
substantial amount of work suitable to submit as a
professional presentation to a publisher.
kkk

Reg# 376184
Fee: $665
No refund after 14 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Wednesday, 7-10pm, Sept. 30-Dec. 9
No meeting Nov. 11.
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Laurel van der Linde, author of several nonfiction
books for children, including So, You Want to be a
Dancer? and The Pony Express, as well as articles
published in Equus and Horse Illustrated. Ms. van der
Linde has produced and/or directed many audiobooks
for Hachette and others.

Poetry
These workshops are tailored to students with
specific levels of experience in poetry writing.
Please review course descriptions carefully or
call an advisor at (310) 825-9415 to determine
which course will best help you reach your writing goals.

ENGL XL 136

Creative Writing: Poetry

5.0 units
Available for UCLA transferable credit, this workshop
combines writing assignments with an exploration of
contemporary poetry. You look at forms ranging from
the sonnet to prose poems and develop your own voice.
Each week the work of a contemporary poet is discussed and writing assignments are critiqued. The
course goal is to finish with a number of polished and
completed poems and understand the demands and
rewards of living an inspired life through poetry. c
Reg# 375844
Fee: $699
No refund after 14 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
11 mtgs
Wednesday, 7-10pm, Sept. 30-Dec. 9
Enrollment limited; early enrollment advised. c
Miguel Murphy, MFA, author of two collections of poetry,

Detainee and A Book Called Rats, winner of the Blue Lynx
Prize for Poetry. His poetry and reviews appear in numerous publications including The New England Review,
Ploughshares, Los Angeles Review, and Rain Taxi.

WRITING X 431.2

Poetry II

3.0 units
For those with some previous training in poetry, this
intermediate workshop focuses on creating work which
emphasizes lyrical and innovative language, personal
insight, and individual voice. In addition, you refine your
knowledge of a number of the craft’s formal elements,
including structure, imagery, metaphor, and pace, in order
to stretch the boundaries of your creative experience. The
goal is to produce work which is ambitious and resonant.
Reg# 375901
Fee: $695
No refund after 21 Oct.
mOnline
Oct. 7-Dec. 15
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Xochitl-Julisa Bermejo, MFA, author of the poetry
collection Posada: Offerings of Witness and Refuge. Ms.
Bermejo has taught courses on social justice poetry,
literary communities of Los Angeles, and literary submission strategies. Her work is published in Acentos
Review, CALYX, and crazyhorse among others.
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Editing and Publishing

Free One-Day Courses
for Fall
Writer Friendly Careers: Webinar
Instructors:
Julia Callahan, Jeanne De Vita, Katie
Dunham, Seth Fischer, Tobi Harper,
Eve Porinchak
September 28
Crafting Survival Stories:
One Day Workshop
Instructor: Eileen Cronin
October 10
Storytelling Starter Kit
Instructor: Cole Kazdin
October 24

All About (Killing) Eve
Instructor: Joel Thompson
November 7
Nonfiction 101
Instructor: Roberta Wax
November 14
Showrunners and Show Writers
Instructor: Ed Scharlach
November 14
The Basics of Setting
Instructor: Aatif Rashid
October 3

Writing Compelling Movie Scenes
Instructor: Michael Weiss
October 24
WRITING X 432.12E

The Art of Craft, the Secrets of
Revision—Toward Publication

3.0 units
This workshop engages students in the processes of both
creation and revision with the goal of evolving drafts into
striking, accomplished poems. Imagery, pacing, linebreaks, compression and expansion, and appearance of
the poem on the page are explored, together with the
element of discovery. The sensibility and criteria of various editors, local and national, is discussed. Appropriate
for those with some formal training.
Reg# 375909
Fee: $665
No refund after 19 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Monday, 7-10pm, Oct. 5-Dec. 7
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Suzanne Lummis, poet, author of Open 24 Hours, and
editor of Wide Awake: Poets of Los Angeles and
Beyond. Ms. Lummis’s work has appeared in The New
Yorker, Ploughshares, and The Hudson Review, among
others. She is a recipient of the UCLA Extension Outstanding Instructor Award in Creative Writing.

WRITING X 432.7E

Reframing the Form

2.0 units
How can poets experiment with traditional forms of
poetry so that they speak of the world today? This
workshop explores contemporary and innovative
approaches to poetic forms such as the ghazal, the
elegy, the sestina, and more. Students will write and
share poems, drawing inspiration from the work of
poets like Patricia Smith, Larry Levis, Aimee Nezhukumatathil, Yusef Komunyakaa, Jamila Woods, and
Aracelis Girmay. The course goal is to finish with a
portfolio of four to five polished poems, utilizing new
techniques and approaches to (re)writing form poetry.
kkk

These courses are designed for writers who want
to improve their editing skills or develop competencies toward a career in editing and publishing.
Some courses help advanced writing students
prepare and submit their work for publication.
Please call an advisor at (310) 825-9415 to determine which course will best help you reach your
writing goals.

NEW
WRITING 762.8E

Both Sides of the Fence:
Working With/As An Agent

Join agent Linda Camacho for a discussion on the
relationship between literary agent and client. We begin
with an introduction into book publishing and trends.
Then we delve into both the agent and client perspectives, from how a potential writer researches and
pitches an agent to the agent’s perspective on how they
evaluate submissions and what they actually do once
they take on a client. If you want to land an agent or
become an agent, this three-hour intro is for you.
Reg# 376789
Fee: $0
❖ Remote Instruction
1 mtg
Saturday, 10am-1pm, Oct. 10
Enrollment limited. Early enrollment advised.
Linda Camacho, MFA, Agent at Gallt & Zacker Literary
Agency representing award-winning children’s and
adult fiction. Ms. Camacho has held various positions
at Penguin Random House, Dorchester, Simon and
Schuster, Writers House, and Prospect Agency, handling
everything from foreign rights, editorial, marketing to
operations.

WRITING 714.2E

Writer Friendly Careers: Webinar

Reg# 375849
Fee: $475
No refund after 11 Nov.
mOnline
Oct. 28-Dec. 8
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Rosebud Ben-Oni, MFA, author of the poetry collection
SOLECISM. Ms. Ben-Oni’s poems appear in Arts &
Letters, American Poetry Review, and POETRY, and she
writes weekly for The Kenyon Review blog. She was a
Rackham Merit Fellow, a Horace Goldsmith Scholar, and
a CantoMundo Poetry Fellow.

WRITING X 432.11E

Prose Poetry

2.0 units
This class explores the boundaries of poetry as a genre.
We focus on story, structure, music, and imagination to
construct and discuss poems. We attempt to discover
the difference between a prose poem and a short-short.
You learn vocabulary to discuss both fiction and poetry
through reading. The intersection of poetry and prose
offers a range of possibilities for style and subject. What
elements are essential to a poem? To a story?
Reg# 375858
Fee: $475
No refund after 11 Nov.
mOnline
Oct. 28-Dec. 8
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Ruben Quesada, MFA, PhD, poet, and author of Extinct
Mammal: Poems, and translator of Exiled From the
Throne of Night: Selected Translations of Luis Cernuda.
Mr. Quesada is the founding editor of Codex Journal
and a contributing editor for the Chicago Review of
Books. His works appear in American Poetry Review,
Best American Poetry, TriQuarterly, and Stand Magazine, among others.

The world of Editing and Publishing is filled with countless professional avenues for those with an interest or
background in writing. In fact, having a passion for
writing can be the ideal foundation for roles such as
copyeditor, literary agent, and beyond. In this three-hour
webinar, a variety of experts in Editing and Publishing
provide writers of all backgrounds and experience levels
with practical advice on identifying and pursuing
careers that optimize their writing skills.
Reg# 375952
Fee: $0
mOnline
Sept. 28-Oct. 4

WRITING X 451.3

The Editorial Toolbox

3.0 units
To be successful, editors draw from a broad base of
skills while taking the entire publishing process into
account. They are avid, active readers in their own right
who understand the way the publishing market works.
Beyond that, they also understand the specialized
technological tools in use today, are strong proofreaders, understand how to identify and check facts, and
communicate clearly and concisely with other departments in order to set a manuscript up for success
through production, marketing, and media outreach. By
the end of the course, students understand how these
tools help editors meet the demands of their profession
and thrive in the workplace.
Reg# 375804
Fee: $695
No refund after 21 Oct.
mOnline
Oct. 7-Dec. 15
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Tobi Harper, deputy director at Red Hen Press, editor
and founder of Quill (a queer publishing series of Red
Hen Press); publisher of The Los Angeles Review; and
speaker on queer literature and publishing at conferences, literary festivals, and college campuses.

WRITING X 451.2

Developmental Editing

3.0 units
An editor’s job includes not only improving the mechanics of writing but identifying places where content isn’t
working or needs revision and development. This skill
is also invaluable for writers, who can use it to shape
their own work or to make extra money as they work
on their own projects. Using exercises and readings,
students learn how to use the elements of craft to draft
editorial letters and representative line edits. Class
discussions also explore the various roles of professional editors. The goal is to gain confidence as an
editor by line-editing a large piece of fiction and writing
a detailed editorial letter as the final class assignment.
Required for the Certificate in Literary Representation
and the Certificate in Editing and Publishing.
Reg# 375806
Fee: $695
No refund after 21 Oct.
mOnline
Oct. 7-Dec. 15
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Quressa Robinson, MFA, agent with Nelson Literary
Agency who is actively building her client list. Ms.
Robinson was formerly an acquiring editor for St.
Martin’s Press where she edited both fiction and nonfiction. Her acquisitions include Certain Dark Things and
The Beautiful One by award-nominated author Silvia
Moreno-Garcia, and The Atlas of Forgotten Places by
Jenny D. Williams, among many others.

WRITING X 451.1

Copyediting I

3.0 units
This course gives students an overview of copyediting
processes involved in preparing a manuscript for editorial review or publication. Appropriate for writers of all
genres and those seeking to develop professional skills
in copyediting, students learn best practices for completing a document review, including common grammar
rules, copyediting notation, and reading like a
copyeditor.
Reg# 375843
Fee: $695
No refund after 21 Oct.
mOnline
Oct. 7-Dec. 15
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Christa Desir, author of Fault Line, Bleed Like Me, and
Other Broken Things. Ms. Desir is the acquiring editor
for Sourcebooks Publishing and edited several New
York Times bestselling novels. She also developed an
editorial services company for Black, Indigenous and
People of Color (BIPOC) that includes a remote mentorship program.
Reg# 376189
Fee: $695
No refund after 21 Oct.
mOnline
Oct. 7-Dec. 15
Enrollment limited to 15 students. c
Jeanne De Vita, MFA, award-winning author, and
freelance developmental editor for several publishing
companies and authors of fiction and nonfiction. Ms. De
Vita also works as a “story doctor” for spec TV/film
projects. She writes and publishes romance under a pen
name, including serialized original content for Radish.
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Screenwriting
For help in choosing a course or determining if a
course fulfills certificate requirements, contact
Jeff Bonnett at (310) 206-1542 or Chae Ko at
(310) 206-2612.

Special Topics for Film &
Television Writers
Courses in this section are open to students who
want a deeper understanding of a specific craft
or area of study. These courses fulfill the elective
requirement for screenwriting certificates.

NEW
SCRIPT 726.6

Writing Compelling Movie Scenes

At their core, movies are about characters, stories and
themes. But to bring those big ideas to life, you need
to be able to dig down and write compelling scenes. In
this course, we’ll analyze great movie scenes and create a checklist of elements that go into building them.
We’ll look at how the characters drive the action, ways
to generate conflict and drama, balancing emotions
with plot, transitional devices, and making sure scenes
fit into the bigger puzzle of your movie. On top of all
that, we’ll discuss the idea of “set pieces” that exploit
genre and make for memorable moments. Students will
walk away with an inside look into how great movie
scenes are forged and how to use these tools to make
their own writing more compelling.
Reg# 376561
Fee: $0
No refund after 23 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
1 mtg
Saturday, 10am-1pm, Oct. 24
Enrollment opens two weeks prior to course date.
Limited to 50 students. Early enrollment required; no
admittance on the day.
Michael Weiss, screenwriter; WGA member; former VP
of production for Miramax Films whose credits include
Journey to the Center of the Earth, The Scorpion King
4, and I’ll Always Know What You Did Last Summer. He
is a recipient of the UCLA Extension Outstanding
Instructor Award in Screenwriting.

NEW
SCRIPT 726.7

All About (Killing) Eve

“The American gaze on the British hit Killing Eve and
what we need to learn.” From the culturally groundbreaking casting, richly complex character development
and obsessive romantic themes to the darkly comedic
undertones woven into the context of life and death
circumstances of spy-craft, we will examine the many
ways Killing Eve has breathed new life and relevance
into what was a fading TV spy genre.
Reg# 376559
Fee: $0
No refund after 6 Nov.
❖ Remote Instruction
1 mtg
Saturday, 10am-1pm, Nov. 7
Enrollment opens two weeks prior to course date.
Limited to 50 students. Early enrollment required; no
admittance on the day.
Joel Thompson, MFA, TV writer; WGA member, who
created the series Superstition for Syfy. Mr. Thompson’s
other writing credits include House MD, Boomtown,
Battlestar Galactica, and Falling Skies. He has sold
pitches to various networks including CBS, HBO Films,
and Stage 9 Productions (Disney).

NEW
SCRIPT X 427.1

Part One: Writing a Web Series

3.0 units
With the expansion of web-based and app-based content and distribution platforms such as Youtube, Facebook, Instagram, and Snapchat, now it is easier than
ever for writers to create and share their original creative
content with the world. Writing a fiction web series
comes with its own unique advantages and disadvantages, including limited budgets. In this workshop, you
learn how to create your own web series and write the
pilot episode. There are no prerequisites for this course.
Reg# 376068
Fee: $695
No refund after 14 Oct.
mOnline
Sept. 30-Dec. 8
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Kianna Shore, a graduate of both UCLA’s extension
and MFA program, Kianna is an award-winning storyteller with writing credits on Brat TV’s The Chicken Girls
and Stage Fright. Kianna placed in the Sundance Episodic Lab, winner of the Writer’s Assistant Network Pilot
Workshop, Women in Film Scholar, and recipient of the
Jack K Sauter Award.

2020–2021 Pro-Series
If you have the talent, passion, and determination necessary to produce professional-quality work, apply for one of three pro-series courses offered this fall for
6-9 months. Each of these advanced workshops is limited to eight writers and
requires submission of a feature-length screenplay or a television pilot.
In addition to instruction, each pro-series participant receives written feedback
from a reputable industry professional, discounted certificate enrollment fees,
and more.
The deadline to apply is at 5pm on August 31.
Pro-Series in Feature Film Writing
(Online/Low Residency)
A 9-month course.
Instructor:
Catherine Marciniak
Designed for screenwriters committed to
beginning a new screenplay through to the
final polish. Includes a 4-day virtual residency
with Catherine Marciniak.

NEW
SCRIPT X 469.6E

Writing on Assignment

3.0 units
As you build your career, you find that more often than
spec sales of your own concepts, the lifeblood of a Hollywood writer is paid writing assignments. Throughout
this process, it is likely you will get asked to come up
with pitches, treatments, and scripts based on extremely
vague concepts that an executive at the studio or production company will give you. It will be your job to decipher
what they’re looking for while also inserting your own
writing DNA and impress with the results. In this course
you are faced with real life scenarios, are thrown notes
you barely make sense of—curveballs in the dirt—and
learn how to deliver the goods. By the end of the course,
you are able to craft a compelling story and pitch that
satisfies an executive’s needs.
Reg# 376070
Fee: $665
No refund after 13 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Tuesday, 7-10pm, Sept. 29-Dec. 8
No meeting Nov. 3.
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Matthew Einstein, former executive at Atmosphere
Entertainment, where he oversaw Power, 300: Rise of
an Empire, Mister Church & Cake. Current CEO of Tradition Pictures, leading the film, television + literary
divisions. Films currently in post-production include
Cojot, Gonna Fly Now & Havenville.

Catherine Marciniak

Half-Hour TV Pilot Writing Pro-Series
(Onsite/Low Residency)
A 6-month course.
Instructor:
Andrew Osborne
Designed for those interested in taking their
idea for a half-hour television pilot from beginning to rewrite. Includes a 2-day virtual residency with Andrew Osborne.

Andrew Osborne

One-Hour TV Pilot Writing Pro-Series
(Online/Low Residency)
A 6-month course.
Instructor:
Erica Byrne
Designed for those interested in taking their
idea for a 1-hour television pilot from beginning
to rewrite. Includes a 2-day virtual residency
with Erica Byrne.
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Welcome Our New Screenwriting
Instructors for Fall!
Matthew Einstein, former executive
at Atmosphere Entertainment, where
he oversaw Power, 300: Rise of an
Empire, Mister Church & Cake.

Cody Smart, independent writer and
script doctor who has worked as a
script analyst for Sony and is head of
the coverage department at a script
hosting site.

Writing on Assignment
Page 151.

Matthew Einstein

Script Doctoring
Page 152.

Cody Smart

Kianna Shore, MFA, award-winning
storyteller with writing credits on
Brat TV’s The Chicken Girls and
Stage Fright.

Ryan Ward, screenwriter/director/
producer who has worked for a
decade in independent narrative
film with credits, including Son of
the Sunshine, In the Beginning was
Water and Sky.

Part One:
Writing a Web Series
Page 151.

Kianna Shore

Writing the First Screenplay I
Page 154.
Brian Sonia-Wallace

For advisement on courses or to learn about our certificates call (310) 825-9415 or email writers@uclaextension.edu.
NEW
SCRIPT X 469.5E

Script Doctoring

3.0 units
Script doctors are the unsung heroes of the script development phase. They come in at the last minute to fix a
script before production can start, and they often remain
anonymous or uncredited (but get paid well for that). In
this course, you learn the difference between a script
analyst, script consultant, and script doctor, and how script
doctors address the rewriting or polishing process of a
script. We cover how to deepen concept and world, fix
structure, enhance and flesh out characters, address
characters’ relationships and interactions, escalate conflict
and drama, work on specific scenes, elevate the dialogue,
and best tackle and exploit theme, all while staying true
to the essence of the script assigned to doctor as you take
it to the next level. With the use of lectures, guest speakers, script readings/analysis, and practical workshops,
you’ll get a first-hand experience on the life of a script
doctor and how to have a future career as one.
Reg# 376067
Fee: $695
No refund after 14 Oct.
mOnline
Sept. 30-Dec. 8
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Cody Smart, an independent writer and script doctor
from Chile. She holds degrees in English Literature and
Linguistics, Screenwriting, Development and Producing.
She worked as a script analyst for Sony, she’s a judge
for multiple script and film competitions, she’s written
some award winning shorts, she’s head of the coverage
department at a script hosting site and she writes a
blog on Screenwriting for Story Data. She takes pride
in helping writers take their work to the next level.

SCRIPT X 465.1E

SCRIPT X 464.10E

3.0 units
While there are many ideas of what inclusion means in
film and television, one thing is clear—the urgency for
diverse voices and stories are on the forefront of entertainment. With hits like Black Panther and Crazy Rich
Asians in theaters and shows like Master of None,
Black-ish, Orange is the New Black, and Transparent
on television, the appetite for multi-ethnic casting and
stories are in rising demand by studios. This workshop
focuses on assigning your characters based on age,
gender, race, sexual orientation, and physical disabilities
and how that diversity adds dimension and drama to
your story. The course also covers showing diversity
through dialogue, the importance of research, and most
importantly, how to stand your ground when stakeholders of your project may not understand your original
vision. Toward the end of the course, special attention
is paid to the problem of underrepresented writers in
Hollywood and strategies of how you should navigate
the tricky efforts of greater inclusion.
Reg# 374415
Fee: $665
No refund after 13 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Tuesday, 7-10pm, Sept. 29-Dec. 8
No meeting Nov. 3.
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Julia Camara, award-winning Brazilian screenwriter/
filmmaker and WGA member who won a Telly Award
for the sci-fi found footage feature Occupants. Ms.
Camara’s feature directorial debut In Transit won Best
Experimental Film at four different festivals. Her other
writing credits include Area Q and Open Road.

3.0 units
Dialogue, plotting, and pacing are pillars of any good
script or book. However, a strongly-evoked setting can
lift a good story into a great one. Through this course,
you look at striking examples of stories where the location was just as much a character as the protagonist.
You take in such stories as a class and learn to articulate what makes your settings so striking. You look at
photos of interesting locations and find all the right
words to best describe them. And with visual media,
you even “reverse-engineer” descriptions based on
what you see, then compare your writing afterward to
what the script dictated in the first place. As the course
progresses, you are tasked to write stories in different
media—prose, live-action, animation, graphic novel,
etc.—with an eye to establish and extenuate the setting.
Through extensive workshopping of material in class,
you learn how to make location a signature aspect of
your story, not just some arbitrary choice, and describe
it in vibrant, compelling language.
Reg# 376537
Fee: $665
No refund after 13 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Tuesday, 7-10pm, Sept. 29-Dec. 8
No meeting Nov. 3.
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Tom Pinchuk, TV writer, comic book writer, and WGA
member whose credits include Ben 10 (Cartoon Network) and Gormiti: Nature Unleashed (Mondo World).
Mr. Pinchuk’s comics include Hybrid Bastards, Max
Steel, Unimaginable, Tales From the Acker-Mansion,
and Hero Hotel.

Inclusive Screenwriting

Building Compelling Story Settings

SCRIPT X 415.4

Crafting Powerful Dialogue

3.0 units
Dialogue may seem to be the easiest and most fun
aspect of screenwriting (look at all those pages fly by,
and with so much white space!), yet it’s often the most
difficult thing for the aspiring screenwriter to do well.
Great dialogue is a vital vehicle for developing character, enhancing plot, and speaking to theme, among its
many other uses. This course explores all of dialogue’s
functions in depth and provides you with the pragmatic
skill set that will make your dialogue more effective and
make it snap, crackle, and pop on the page. Through
writing exercises, analysis of screenplay pages and
classic clips from both features and TV, and a dialogue
diary that will help you develop an ear for good conversation, you sharpen and hone your dialogue prowess,
and you put your new skills to work on your own projects, both present and future.
Reg# 376533
Fee: $695
No refund after 14 Oct.
mOnline
Sept. 30-Dec. 9
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Karl Iglesias, MFA, screenwriter and script doctor, who
is the author of The 101 Habits of Highly Successful
Screenwriters and Writing for Emotional Impact. Mr.
Iglesias is a former development executive for Samson
Entertainment. He is a recipient of the UCLA Extension
Outstanding Instructor Award in Screenwriting.

SCRIPT X 451.1

Fundamentals of Story

3.0 units
Whether you want to be a writer for film, television, or
theatre, a dynamic understanding of story is absolutely
necessary for success. In this course, you learn how to
choose and develop your best story ideas while examining point of view, structure, character development,
dialogue, subtext, crisis, and climax using classic and
contemporary scripts as models. Tools to stimulate your
writing incorporate acting improvisation as well as
photography, painting, and music. Individual and group
writing exercises are shared in a supportive atmosphere
with guided rewriting as a core task in the course. At
the end of the class, you will be able to integrate classic
story principles in every facet of your work as well as
use these tools to analyze your own writing and take it
to the next level.
Reg# 376535
Fee: $665
No refund after 12 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Monday, 7-10pm, Sept. 28-Nov. 30
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
John Henry Davis, MFA, director/screenwriter, playwright; WGA, DGA, SDC member whose credits include
directing OZ, The Sarah Jones Show, and Broken Mirrors. He’s directed plays at the Lincoln Center, the
Kennedy Center, and the Mark Taper Forum, including
the show Daughters with Marisa Tomei.

SCRIPT X 415.10

It Takes Two:
Relationship Driven Screenwriting

3.0 units
All movies are about people with feelings, problems,
desires, and, most of all, relationships. Beneath any
good script is a core relationship that makes us want
to go on a journey, no matter where it leads, because
we want to see where these two characters will end up.
It’s an element at the heart of every genre and story
type, from the obvious—buddy cops, star-crossed lovers—to ones that take more creative routes, like a
lonely man on a desert island talking to a volleyball
(Tom Hanks in Castaway). When you let this relationship
drive your screenwriting process, it allows you to build
an active story, develop meaningful characters, write
effective dialogue, and deliver a theme—all by way of
that important, central vehicle. By the end of the course,
you craft a full story outline and write the first 30 pages
of your script, launching yourself and that core relationship toward something incredible.
Prerequisite(s): X 410.1 Writing the First Screenplay I,
X 410.2 Writing the First Screenplay II, X 410.3 Writing
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the First Screenplay III, and X 410.4 Writing the First
Screenplay IV, or departmental approval.
Reg# 376536
Fee: $665
No refund after 14 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Wednesday, 7-10pm, Sept. 30-Dec. 16
No meetings Nov. 11 & 25.
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Michael Weiss, screenwriter; WGA member; former VP
of production for Miramax Films whose credits include
Journey to the Center of the Earth, The Scorpion King
4, and I’ll Always Know What You Did Last Summer. He
is a recipient of the UCLA Extension Outstanding
Instructor Award in Screenwriting.

SCRIPT X 461.1E

Adaptation For Screenwriters I

3.0 units
The first part in a two-part sequence designed for writers who want to focus on adapting literary material,
fiction or nonfiction, into films and television pilots. The
goal is to help you develop the skills associated with
adaptation so vital in the current industry and your
unique voice and style. This course introduces screenwriters, writers of fiction and drama, and creators of
new media to the aesthetic and techniques of creating
visual, dramatically compelling scripts. Your major
project is to complete and polish an outline and the
opening scene of your script based on a public domain
material from literary, theatrical, mythical, and traditional sources. The participant may also work other
available material, including biographies, fact-based,
and personal material. In addition, you learn how to
source for original material and the attaining of rights,
including life rights. The scripts can be preparation for
Adaptation II, in which full-length features and television
pilots will be developed and written.
Reg# 376534
Fee: $665
No refund after 17 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Saturday, 10am-1pm, Oct. 3-Dec. 12
No meeting Nov. 28.
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Warren Lewis, MFA, screenwriter/producer and WGA
member who wrote Black Rain, directed by Ridley Scott,
and The 13th Warrior, starring Antonio Banderas. He
has also sold and developed both features and pilots
for Warner Bros. FOX, Paramount, Ensemble Entertainment, and Sony Pictures, among many others.

SCRIPT 726.1

Showrunners and Show Writers

Join a panel of current TV showrunners, writers, and
producers as they reveal their journey to a writing
career and to creating, scripting, and running the popular TV series and describe their paths to success. Topics
include writing on staff vs. freelance, writing and rewriting in the room, network vs. cable vs. streaming series,
and a concentration on career-building advice. You
participate in direct conversation with these producer/
writers throughout the session. Panelists include Frank
Cardea executive producer/writer (NCIS); Gina Lucita
Monreal co-executive producer/writer (NCIS); Adam
Faberman executive story editor/writer (Big Bang Theory); Billy Grundfest exec producer/writer (Mad About
You and the current international version of that series,
major award shows like the Oscars, Emmys, and Grammys); and Tiffany Lo and Ethel Lung co-writers(Blood
and Treasure).
Reg# 376538
Fee: $0
❖ Remote Instruction
1 mtg
Saturday, 10am-1pm, Nov. 14
Enrollment opens two weeks prior to course date.
Limited to 50 students. Early enrollment required; no
admittance on the day.
Ed Scharlach, writer-producer; WGA and PGA member
who has had over 300 prime-time television episodes
produced, ranging from Happy Days and Mork and
Mindy to Quantum Leap and What’s New Scooby-Doo?
Mr. Scharlach has earned Emmy, Annie, and Writers
Guild Award nominations and a Cable ACE Award.

SCRIPT X 416.3E

Writing Screenplay Coverage

3.0 units
Designed for both aspiring story analysts and screenwriters who want to accelerate their careers, this course
helps you master the methods used by story analysts
who evaluate submissions to production companies,
agencies, and studios. You learn how to do an in-depth
analysis of the three-act structure, as well as dramatic
and comic scene construction. You also learn the precise terminology used in story sessions, the foundations
for great dialogue, and how to find original approaches
to established genres. These and other principles
become synthesized into coverage written to the highest professional standards in preparation for a job as
either a story analyst or screenwriter who needs to
critique his or her own scripts effectively.
Reg# 376532
Fee: $695
No refund after 14 Oct.
mOnline
Sept. 30-Dec. 8
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Barney Lichtenstein, MA, professional story analyst
for companies such as Amblin, Imagine, and New Line.
Referring trained story analysts to Sundance Institute
and production companies, he is a UCLA Extension
Outstanding Instructor in Screenwriting and story editor
of a Peabody Award winning program.

SCRIPT X 464.5E

Ultimate Character Creation

3.0 units
Having a great story is crucial, but the key to selling
your screenplay is character. You must have great
characters. In this class, you learn how to create
dynamic, exciting characters that audiences will love
and actors will be dying to play (the real secret to selling and getting your screenplay made!). In this course,
you analyze great movie characters, focusing on key
scenes that make us fall in love with a character;
examine unlikable characters, villains, and supporting
characters; and also dive into narrative function, character arc, backstory, psychology and motivation, personality, and body language. Step by step, you build
your characters through the use of weekly assignments,
including exercises, worksheets, and scene writing,
giving you the ultimate toolbox for creating truly great
characters every time.
Reg# 376905
Fee: $665
No refund after 13 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Tuesday, 7-10pm, Sept. 29-Dec. 8
No meeting Nov. 3.
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
This course uses remote instruction. As such, instructors use Zoom to offer live class meetings at the
designated class meeting time. Students must be
present at course meeting times as each student’s
final grade may include scores for participation.
Please inform your instructor if you will miss a class
meeting. You are responsible for any class information
you missed. We suggest you arrange with a fellow
classmate to share their notes when feasible.
Donald H. Hewitt, screenwriter and WGA member
whose feature film credits include the English-language
screenplay for Hayao Miyazaki’s Oscar-winning film,
Spirited Away, My Neighbor Totoro, and the Oscarnominated Howl’s Moving Castle. Mr. Hewitt has written
for Pixar, Miramax, New Line, and Disney.

New Screenwriting
Courses for Fall
Part One: Writing a Web Series m
Instructor: Kianna Shore
Page 151.
Script Doctoring m
Instructor: Cody Smart
Page 152.
Writing on Assignment v
Instructor: Matt Einstein
Page 151.
Writing Compelling Movie Scenes v
Instructor: Michael Weiss
Page 151.
All About (Killing) Eve v
Instructor: Joel Thompson
Page 151.

“ In every script, each scene must move the
story forward, so when you can’t kill
your darlings, the outside eyes of a script
doctor can help assess if your scenes are
truly needed, if they can be condensed, or
if they can be improved.”
—Cody Smart

For advisement on courses or to learn about our certificates call (310) 825-9415
or email writers@uclaextension.edu.

Feature Film
Beginning Feature
Film Writing
Recommended for beginning students, these
courses build on one another in a four-part
sequence. With the close guidance of the instructor, students share and offer feedback in a supportive environment focused on assessing the
strengths and weaknesses of the work. By the
end of the sequence, students have a completed
draft of their first feature film script.

SCRIPT X 400

Introduction to Screenwriting

2.0 units
This six-week course is perfect for anyone getting
started on their path to becoming a screenwriter. Each
class offers a broad-strokes introduction to a different
writing format, such as Feature Film, Television Specs,
Television Pilots, Web Series, and Podcasting, plus a look
at the business of writing. Lectures by guest speakers
offer insight and instruction on each topic, followed by
guided workshop sessions where students put those
theories into action on their own material. The goal of
the course is to give new writers a taste of different
screenwriting types to help deepen their overall knowledge while sparking their creative energy. At the end of
the quarter, students should feel more confident about
their skills and be prepared for further study of writing.
kkk

Reg# 376188
Fee: $399
No refund after 20 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
6 mtgs
Tuesday, 7-10pm, Oct. 6-Nov. 17
No meeting Nov. 4.
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Cynthia Hsiung, producer, writer, director, and executive who served as a producer and head of production
for Young Hercules, starring Ryan Gosling. Ms. Hsiung
was part of the team that launched The Larry Sanders
Show and Taxi Cab Confessions at HBO and was a
creative executive for MTV’s The Real World.
Reg# 376930
Fee: $399
No refund after 20 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
6 mtgs
Tuesday, 7-10pm, Oct 6 - Nov 17
No meeting Nov. 4
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Jacqueline Heinze, MFA, author, screenwriter, and
playwright who has written for the Lifetime Network,
Oprah Winfrey’s Oxygen Network, and Jarrett Creative.
Ms. Heinze was a former editor for Scholastic, Inc., and
has won The Agnes Nixon Playwriting Award.
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SCRIPT X 410.1

Writing the First Screenplay I

3.0 units
The first in a four-part sequence designed to take you
through the full process of writing a feature film screenplay, this course grounds you in the key craft elements
of story structure, plot, scene development, character,
theme, genre, and dialogue and shows you how they
work together to grip an audience’s emotions. You learn
how to create and evaluate story ideas, explore how
characters’ inner wants and immediate goals shape and
drive a screenplay’s action, see what constitutes compelling plots and subplots, and learn how to construct a
scene. Throughout the course, you complete a series of
exercises which serves as the basis for your script
outline—a prose description of your screenplay. The
course goal is to learn how to write effective, compelling
scenes and to create a four-to-five-page outline that
clearly delineates your script’s beginning, middle, and
end. The ability to write an effective outline is a critical
skill for the professional screenwriter, serves as the
basis for most pitches, and is required for admission into
SCRIPT X 410.2 Writing the First Screenplay II.
Reg# 376191
Fee: $665
No refund after 13 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Tuesday, 7-10pm, Sept. 29-Dec. 8
No meeting Nov. 3. Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Laurence Rosenthal, writer/producer, development
exec, and WGA member who supervised the development of Scream, Beautiful Girls, Copland, and Citizen
Ruth. Mr. Rosenthal is a recipient of the UCLA Extension
Outstanding Instructor Award in Screenwriting and is
also the writer/producer of the film No Manches Frida.
Reg# 376194
Fee: $665
No refund after 14 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Wednesday, 7-10pm, Sept. 30-Dec. 9
No meeting Nov. 11. Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Roberto Marinas, MFA and screenwriter/producer,
whose credits include Lasso, Headgame, and Alien Vs.
Zombies. His award-winning screenplay Last Road
Home was selected for the 2007 Tribeca Film Festival,
and he is also a recipient of the Walt Disney Studios
Screenwriting Fellowship.
Reg# 376199
Fee: $695
No refund after 14 Oct.
mOnline
Sept. 30-Dec. 8
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Julian Goldberger, MFA, screenwriter/director/producer, WGA member, whose credits include The Hawk
Is Dying, The Eulipion Chronicles, and Trans. He has
pilots and features in development with Lionsgate
Television, Bow Street Films, and Universal Studios.
Reg# 376200
Fee: $695
No refund after 14 Oct.
mOnline
Sept. 30-Dec. 8
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Chrysanthy Balis, MPW, screenwriter, and WGA member
whose credits include Asylum (Paramount). Ms. Balis has
projects with CBS, USA Networks, Zanuck Company/Fox
2000 and a pilot for HBO. She received the UCLA Extension Outstanding Instructor Award in Screenwriting.
Reg# 376201
Fee: $695
No refund after 14 Oct.
mOnline
Sept. 30-Dec. 8
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Ernie Contreras, screenwriter and WGA member
whose credits include the HBO drama Walkout, and the
feature films, Fairy Tale: A True Story and The Pagemaster. Mr. Contreras has written and developed scripts
for Walt Disney, Sony, Universal, Fox Searchlight, Paramount, DreamWorks, TNT, and Starz/Encore.
kkk

Enroll at uclaextension.edu or call (800) 825-9971
Reg# 376198
Fee: $665
No refund after 15 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Thursday, 7-10pm, Oct. 1-Dec.10
No meeting Nov. 26. Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Koji Steven Sakai, MFA, award-winning screenwriter/
producer/novelist and WGA member, whose feature
credits include Dying to Kill, Monsters & Me, #1 Serial
Killer, The People I’ve Slept With, and Haunted Highway.
Mr. Sakai has produced a comedy special for Netflix
and the series Comedy InvAsian.
Reg# 376196
Fee: $665
No refund after 17 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Saturday, 10am-1pm, Oct. 3-Dec. 12
No meeting Nov. 28. Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Ryan Ward, Screenwriter/director/producer; SAG member, who has worked for a decade in independent narrative film. His feature, Son of the Sunshine (Slamdance),
was nominated for a Genie Award (Canadian Oscar). His
other credits includeIn the Beginning was Water and Sky
for PBS and AmeriKa (Berlinale/INPUT TV).

SCRIPT X 410.2

Writing the First Screenplay II

3.0 units
This second in a four-part sequence in writing a feature
film script has you hit the ground running. You begin by
pitching your story based on your outline and revising
it to make sure the premise can carry the entire movie.
Armed with a workable outline, you then flesh it out into
either a beat sheet or treatment (at the instructor’s
discretion) and begin writing your screenplay. Personalized feedback along with mini-lectures on key craft
points, including character development, story structure,
and conflict, help you to meet the course goal, which
is to write Act I (approximately 30 pages). May be
repeated for credit.
Prerequisite(s): SCRIPT X 410.1 Writing the First
Screenplay I. Students must bring a four-to-five-page
outline they created in Writing the First Screenplay I to
first class meeting and be prepared to pitch it.
Reg# 376202
Fee: $665
No refund after 12 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Monday, 7-10pm, Sept. 28-Nov. 30
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Laurence Walsh-Hodson, screenwriter; WGA member
whose credits include CSI: Miami and NCIS. Ms. Walsh
co-produced and wrote on the critically acclaimed Syfy
series The Dresden Files and Against the Wall. Her
feature credits include Matching Hearts and With Love,
Christmas for Hallmark and Carved for Fox.
Reg# 376203
Fee: $665
No refund after 13 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Tuesday, 7-10pm, Sept. 29-Dec. 8
No meeting Nov. 3.
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Tony DuShane, author of Confessions of a Teenage
Jesus Jerk and award-winning screenwriter of the
adaptation directed by Eric Stoltz. His work has
appeared in the Los Angeles Times, The Believer,
Mother Jones, and he was a music columnist for the
San Francisco Chronicle.
Reg# 376204
Fee: $695
No refund after 14 Oct.
mOnline
Sept. 30-Dec. 8
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Valerie Brandy, screenwriter/director/actress and WGA
member who wrote, directed, and starred in the feature
film Lola’s Last Letter. Ms. Brandy has written for both
the Disney Channel and Denver and Delilah Productions. She currently serves as a full-time staff writer for
Disney’s live-action feature department.
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Reg# 376205
Fee: $695
No refund after 14 Oct.
mOnline
Sept. 30-Dec. 8
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Ron Wilkerson, writer/director and WGA member
whose credits include Stargate SG-1, Star Trek: The
Next Generation, Star Trek: Voyager, and Trade Show.
He is currently developing Dreamland for ABC Studios
and is a recipient of the UCLA Extension Outstanding
Instructor Award in Screenwriting.

SCRIPT X 410.3

Writing the First Screenplay III

3.0 units
The third in a four-part sequence in writing a feature
film screenplay, this course focuses on writing the next
45 pages of your script. You also refine your story
outline; flesh out main and secondary characters;
continue to develop the art of the scene as it pertains
to type, choice, structure, and placement; and begin to
discover each character’s unique voice. You learn the
habits you need to sustain the work of writing a screenplay. The goal is to write up to 45 pages from beginning
of Act II. May be repeated for credit.
Prerequisite(s): SCRIPT X 410.1 Writing the First
Screenplay I and SCRIPT X 410.2 Writing the First
Screenplay II. Students must bring their beat sheets or
treatments and Act I to the first class meeting and be
prepared to write.
Reg# 376266
Fee: $665
No refund after 13 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Tuesday, 7-10pm, Sept. 29-Dec. 8
No meeting Nov. 3.
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Colin Francis Costello, screenwriter, director, and
WGA-East member, whose credits include The Stream
starring Rainn Wilson and Alternate Universe. Mr.
Costello TV credits include Lost n’ Found and Detectives
Club. He has also written and directed award-winning
shorts, including The After Party and Dreamwisher.
Reg# 376267
Fee: $695
No refund after 14 Oct.
mOnline
Sept. 30-Dec. 8
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Steven Schwartz, screenwriter/producer, WGA member, Spirit Award nominee for his screenplay for the
Sidney Lumet-directed movie Critical Care. His TV
credits include The Practice and100 Centre Street. He
has written scripts and pilots for Fox, ABC, FX, Disney,
NBC, Universal, Lionsgate, HBO, and many others.

SCRIPT X 410.4

Writing the First Screenplay IV

3.0 units
In the last of a four-part sequence in writing a feature
film screenplay, you reach FADE OUT. In the process of
completing your script, you hone in on structuring
conversations, explore how to maximize your story’s
visual implications, deepen scene writing skills, assemble scenes to form powerful sequences, ensure your
script’s central conflict is resolved, and work on theme
and imagery. Also covered are revision techniques and
the business aspects of feature film writing. The goal is
to complete writing your first feature film script.
Prerequisite(s): SCRIPT X 410.1 Writing the First
Screenplay I, SCRIPT X 410.2 Writing the First Screenplay II, and SCRIPT X 410.3 Writing the First Screenplay
III. Students must bring their beat sheets or treatments,
Act I and 45 pages of Act II to the first class meeting
and be prepared to write.
Reg# 376268
Fee: $665
No refund after 13 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Tuesday, 7-10pm, Sept. 29-Dec. 8
No meeting Nov. 3.
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Philip Eisner, screenwriter-director and WGA member
who wrote Event Horizon for Paramount Pictures and

Firestarter 2: Rekindled for USA Networks. Mr. Eisner
has written for Scott Rudin Productions, Robert De
Niro’s Tribeca Productions, Edward R. Pressman, TriStar,
Universal Pictures, and The Jim Henson Company.
Reg# 376269
Fee: $695
No refund after 14 Oct.
mOnline
Sept. 30-Dec. 8
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Michael Janover, MFA, screenwriter; WGA member
whose credits include The Philadelphia Experiment,
Hardly Working, and Mr. Boogedy. His projects include
a horror/comedy script for Cheech and Chong and a
pilot for Aaron Spelling Productions. He was also a
writer on the original Hawaii Five-O series.

Intermediate Feature
Film Writing
Courses in this section are for students who have
completed at least one screenplay. A new project
is begun with an emphasis on craft issues such
as structure, character development, and
e motional content. Self-editing techniques
are introduced.

SCRIPT X 411.1

Feature Film: Writing Outline and Act I

3.0 units
Designed for writers with at least one screenplay under
their belts, this workshop guides you to launch and
make significant headway on a new project. The goal
is to develop a strong premise that sustains your entire
script, create and refine the story outline, and write Act
I. Brief lectures on craft issues based on the demands
of the participants’ work supplement the workshop.
Reg# 376270
Fee: $695
No refund after 14 Oct.
mOnline
Sept. 30-Dec. 8
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Michael Barlow, producer, screenwriter, and WGA
member who, as an executive at Paramount Classics,
oversaw Black Snake Moan and Mad Hot Ballroom. He
was vice president of production at various major studios, including Orion Pictures. His writing credits include
the miniseries Kidnapped and the ABC drama Family.

SCRIPT X 411.2

Feature Film: Writing Acts II and III

3.0 units
This workshop guides you to complete your current
project. You focus on developing a successful second
and third act with special attention given to structure,
character development, emotional content, and cinematic style. You also acquire self-editing techniques
essential for the professional writer. This is not a rewrite
course; you must be working toward the completion of
a feature-length script and have your outline and Act I
of your script in hand.
Prerequisite(s): SCRIPT X 411.1 Feature Film Writing
Workshop: Outline and Act I, or equivalent, or consent
of instructor.
Reg# 376271
Fee: $665
No refund after 13 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Tuesday, 7-10pm, Sept. 29-Dec. 8
No meeting Nov. 3.
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Matthew Harrison, director/writer/producer, whose
credits include Rhythm Thief (Jury Prize, Sundance Film
Festival), Kicked in the Head (executive producer Martin
Scorsese), Spare Me, Sex and the City, Popular, and
Dead Last. Mr. Harrison received the UCLA Extension
Outstanding Instructor Award.
kkk
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Enroll at uclaextension.edu or call (800) 825-9971
Reg# 376272
Fee: $695
No refund after 14 Oct.
mOnline
Sept. 30-Dec. 8
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Martin Copeland, PhD, award-winning screenwriter
who has written feature films in both the U.S. and
Europe, among them Texas Rangers for Miramax;
Handyman, a 2006 Buena Vista International co-production; The Heavenly Kid; and The Sinking of the
Rainbow Warrior.

Advanced Feature
Film Writing
Advanced-level courses are primarily workshopdriven and are designed for students who are
well into their projects. Admission is by submission only and the selection process is competitive. It is recommended that students take
intermediate-level courses prior to submitting
their work. For instructions on submitting work,
contact the Writers’ Program at (310) 825-9415
or go to writers.uclaextension.edu/continuingstudents. The submission deadline for fall is
Aug. 31 at 9am (PT). Visitors are not permitted in
advanced-level courses.

SCRIPT X 412.3

Advanced Workshop:
One-on-One Feature Film Rewrite

3.0 units
This advanced workshop is intended for 12 serious
writers who want to turn good scripts into great ones.
You first work closely with the instructor to analyze your
script’s overall strengths and weaknesses. Every week,
you turn in pages and receive back specific notes that
help guide you to concentrate on structure, characterization, scene construction, and other aspects of the
screenwriting process. As you rewrite, you get further
feedback, designed to prepare you to enter screenplay
competitions and the commercial marketplace. The
course goal is to rewrite your full-length feature film
script.
Prerequisite(s): Submit the feature-length screenplay
that you will rewrite in the course.
Reg# 376442
Fee: $785
No refund after 30 Sept.
mOnline
Oct. 7-Dec. 16
Enrollment limited to 12 students. Visitors not permitted. $100 nonrefundable. Not eligible for any discounts. Course may be taken as a certificate program
core requirement or elective.
Beverly Gray, PhD, screenwriter, author, and development exec who oversaw the development of 170 films
at Concorde-New Horizons Pictures. Dr. Gray’s newest
book is Seduced by Mrs. Robinson: How The Graduate
Became the Touchstone of a Generation. She has written biographies of Roger Corman and Ron Howard.

SCRIPT X 413

Feature Film Pro-Series

9.0 units
Starting with a story concept and developing it into a
dynamic, compelling, and market-ready script, you learn
how to articulate a personal vision while communicating
with a wide audience and balance the intuitive with the
technical. Throughout the process, your originality is
encouraged as you are guided to create complex characterizations, a powerful dramatic structure, thematic
subtext, and tell your story visually. The intimate, eightmember workshop allows for in-depth and ongoing
analysis of each writer’s work, along with regularly
occurring brainstorming and problem-solving sessions.
Guest speakers provide insights into the working writer’s
process as well as speak to the realities of the movie
industry. Participants may withdraw their application any
time before acceptance. One writing sample consisting
of your best completed feature length screenplay, a onetwo page personal statement, plus up to three loglines
for a new project to develop in the course and $10
nonrefundable fee are required. This is not a re-write
course. Participants will not be charged the full course
fee unless they are selected for the series. Upon

completion of the course, you also submit your completed script to receive feedback and consideration by an
established agent, manager, or producer.
Prerequisite(s): One writing sample consisting of your
best completed feature length screenplay, a one-to-two
page personal statement, plus up to three loglines for
a new project you wish to develop in the course and
$10 nonrefundable fee are required. This is not a rewrite course. Participants will not be charged the full
course fee unless they are selected for the series and
decide to enroll thereafter.
Reg# 376539
Fee: $3,860
No refund after 30 Sept.
mOnline
Oct. 7-June 1, 2021
Restricted course; approval needed to enroll. Not
eligible for any discounts. Enrollment limited to eight
students. Visitors not permitted. No refund after
enrolling.
Kate Marciniak, MA, writer, and professional story
analyst who has worked on studio features and independent movies for over two decades for companies
such as Disney, HBO, Miramax, Dreamworks SKG,
Warner Bros. 20th Century Fox, and Amazon Studios.

Turn Your Passion
into Paychecks
Editing & Publishing Certificate and
Literary Representation Certificate
New certificates in literary representation and editing and publishing offer
writer-friendly careers.
In just one year, you can get the skills and knowledge you need to transition to a career
in the world of literary publishing. Study to become an agent who seeks new talent and
connects those writers to publishers, or learn the basics of e diting to apply those skills
to the publishing industry or even a corporate c ommunications job.
Choose from a variety of courses to get started this quarter.
Page 150.

Television
Beginning Television Writing
Recommended for beginning students who are
writing a spec script of an existing comedy or
drama series. With the close guidance of the
instructor, students share and offer feedback in
a supportive environment focused on assessing
the strengths and weaknesses of the work.

SCRIPT X 421.1

Beginning Writing for the Half-Hour
Spec I

3.0 units
This course teaches you how to create an airtight story
and outline—the critical first step in writing a strong
half-hour comedy spec script and a process that makes
writing your script much easier, faster, and more successful. You begin by learning how to pinpoint what
makes any half-hour comedy show tick, studying the
appeal and quirkiness of the main characters, and
identifying the unique spin shows put on their stories.
You then focus on your own script for a current show,
finding the story and identifying the comedy in it, learning how to pitch it, and creating a workable outline from
which to write. Instruction also covers the “need to
know” business aspects of the half-hour show, such as
the current use of spec scripts to get jobs and the
basics of how a comedy writer works on staff, how
freelance writers move onto staff, how a writing staff is
structured, and how writers work collaboratively “in the
room.” All student projects must focus on current
shows from a list provided by the instructor; no pilots.
Reg# 376444
Fee: $695
No refund after 14 Oct.
mOnline
Sept. 30-Dec. 8
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Teri Brown-Jackson, Television writer, screenwriter,
producer, and WGA member whose credits include The
Parkers, Tyler Perry’s House of Payne, and That’s So
Raven. Ms. Jackson is also a writing instructor for Kids
In The Spotlight, a non-profit organization that teaches
youths in foster care the entertainment industry. Her short
film Dark Chocolate won Best Dramatic Short at the IFS.
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Reg# 376443
Fee: $665
No refund after 17 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Saturday, 10am-1pm, Oct. 3-Dec. 12
No meeting Nov. 28.
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Eric Abrams, screenwriter/producer and WGA member,
whose television credits include Liv & Maddie, Married
with Children, Abby, among many others. Mr. Abrams
co-wrote the feature film Crocodile Dundee in Los
Angeles and has sold pilots to Fox, NBC, CBS, and UPN.

Reg# 376449
Fee: $695
No refund after 14 Oct.
mOnline
Sept. 30-Dec. 8
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Joan Weiss, TV writer/producer, WGA member who
served as a supervising producer/writer on White Collar,
Unforgettable, and Journeyman. Ms. Weiss was a
writer/producer on Eureka, Everwood, and Summerland.
Her other credits include Gilmore Girls; Sabrina, the
Teenage Witch; and Grace Under Fire.

SCRIPT X 421.3

Beginning Writing for the Half-Hour
Spec II

Beginning Writing for the One-Hour
Spec I

3.0 units
Modeled directly on how writers write in the real world
of one-hour dramas, this course focuses on what is
most central to creating a strong script as well as the
largest piece (40 percent) of the writer’s deal with any
show: the story and outline. You learn to choose the
best story for your spec script, map it out from beginning to end, and write a strong outline in proper script
format. In the process, you learn how to identify and
capture the tone, characters, dialogue, and themes of
any one-hour drama series—the key to breaking into
the field. Also covered are the various genres (police
procedurals, medical, legal) and their specific rules;
what’s popular in the current marketplace; and how to
work within the special requirements of timeslots,
outlets, and styles. The course goal is to master the
process of constructing an airtight story and detailed
outline so you are ready to write a script for any current
show as quickly and expertly as possible. All student
projects must focus on current shows; no pilots.
Reg# 376446
Fee: $665
No refund after 13 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Tuesday, 7-10pm, Sept. 29-Dec. 8
No meeting Nov. 3.
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Joel Thompson, MFA, TV writer; WGA member, who
created the series Superstition for Syfy. Mr. Thompson’s
other writing credits include House MD, Boomtown,
Battlestar Galactica, and Falling Skies. He has sold
pitches to various networks including CBS, HBO Films,
and Stage 9 Productions (Disney).
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SCRIPT X 421.2

3.0 units
This workshop guides you to write a solid draft spec
script from your half-hour comedy outline and move as
far ahead as you can in polishing it. You begin by
reworking your outline to simplify your story, nail down
the essence of your characters, focus and tighten
scenes, create mood and pacing, and punch up dialogue from the blueprint you’ve created. You then move
to the writing and polishing stage. On the business side,
you deepen your knowledge of the current comedy
series marketplace and map out basic career building
strategies. Students must bring a complete outline to
the first class. All student projects must focus on current shows; no pilots.
Prerequisite(s): SCRIPT X 421.1 Beginning Writing for
the Half-Hour Spec I.
Reg# 376454
Fee: $665
No refund after 13 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Tuesday, 7-10pm, Sept. 29-Dec. 8
No meeting Nov. 3.
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Phil Kellard, TV writer and WGA member who was an
executive producer on The Wayans Brothers and Martin
and a creative consultant for The Inspectors. He has
written for The Disney Channel, Showtime, and Syfy. He
has received an Emmy Award and the UCLA Extension
Outstanding Instructor Award in Screenwriting.
Reg# 376458
Fee: $695
No refund after 14 Oct.
mOnline
Sept. 30-Dec. 8
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Jim Staahl, writer, producer, and actor; WGA member;
two-time Emmy-award nominee whose comedy feature
credits include The Beverly Hillbillies, Under Surveillance, and Blow Hard. Mr. Staahl also has written
sketch/variety shows for Steve Martin, Martin Short, and
Howie Mandel.
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SCRIPT X 421.4

Beginning Writing for the One-Hour
Spec II

3.0 units
Mirroring the process that professionals undergo in
current episodic series production, this course guides
you to write a solid first draft of your script and work
on polishing it. You begin by refining your story idea and
outline as needed and then write your script—focusing
on capturing the essence of the show through its act
structure, plot and story, multiple storylines, characters,
scenes, and dialogue. You also learn how to develop
your career game plan and the business of the onehour drama. Students must bring a complete outline to
the first class. All student projects must focus on current shows; no pilots.
Prerequisite(s): SCRIPT X 421.3 Beginning Writing for
the One-Hour Spec I.
Reg# 376461
Fee: $665
No refund after 12 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Monday, 7-10pm, Sept. 28-Nov. 30
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Donald Martin, screenwriter/producer and WGA member whose feature credits include Shackles, Toto, Dim
Sum Funeral, Isabelle, Milton’s Secret, and Never Too
Late. Mr. Martin has over 40 produced movies, miniseries, and series for television. Currently, he is writing
the CBC series Death in the Family.
Reg# 376462
Fee: $695
No refund after 14 Oct.
mOnline
Sept. 30-Dec. 8
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Erica Byrne, screenwriter and WGA member whose
numerous credits include episodes of La Femme Nikita;
Nowhere Man; Silk Stalkings; Hunter; Knots Landing;
and Walker, Texas Ranger. She received the UCLA
Exten-sion Outstanding Instructor Award in
Screenwriting.

Enroll at uclaextension.edu or call (800) 825-9971

Intermediate
Television Writing
Courses in this section are for students who have
completed at least one draft of a spec script of
an existing series. The focus is on writing and
polishing a solid first draft of an original pilot.
Students also gain a better understanding of the
business of writing for television.

SCRIPT X 422.1

Writing the Half-Hour Pilot I

3.0 units
Television executives and showrunners want to read
original pilots that demonstrate your unique voice and
comedic sensibilities. This workshop shows you how to
take your original comedy idea and develop a strong
story, rife with memorable characters and even funnier
jokes. Breaking story in the style of a real writer’s room,
you develop a compelling story, brainstorm, and support
another’s vision. By the end of course, you have strong
act breaks, a full beat outline, and a critique of the
beginning pages of your original half-hour pilot script.
Prerequisite(s): SCRIPT X 421.1 Beginning Writing for
the Half-Hour Spec I and SCRIPT X 421.2 Beginning
Writing the Half-Hour Spec II, or equivalent, or department approval.
Reg# 376464
Fee: $665
No refund after 13 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Tuesday, 7-10pm, Sept. 29-Oct. 27
Tuesday, 7-10pm, Nov. 10-Dec. 8
No meeting Nov. 3.
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Barry Vigon, MFA, writer/producer, and WGA member
who served as a co-exec producer on Malcolm & Eddie
and Martin, a producer on Something Wilder, and a
supervising producer on Veronica’s Closet. Mr. Vigon
wrote for Soap, Roseanne, and Fame and created pilots
for CBS, NBC, ABC, and The Disney Channel.
Reg# 376465
Fee: $695
No refund after 14 Oct.
mOnline
Sept. 30-Dec. 8
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Teri Brown-Jackson, Television writer, screenwriter,
producer, and WGA member whose credits include The
Parkers, Tyler Perry’s House of Payne, and That’s So
Raven. Ms. Jackson is also a writing instructor for Kids
In The Spotlight, a non-profit organization that teaches
youths in foster care the entertainment industry. Her
short film Dark Chocolate won Best Dramatic Short at
the IFS.

SCRIPT X 422.1N
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Half-Hour TV Pilot Script Writing in a
Month: Part I

3.0 units
TV execs and showrunners want to read original pilots
that demonstrate your unique voice and sensibilities.
This course shows you how to take your original idea
and develop a strong story rife with memorable characters and sharp moments. Breaking story in the style
of a real writers room, you’ll brainstorm, develop a
compelling pilot, and support others’ vision. By the end
of the course, you have strong act breaks, a full beat
outline, and a critique of the first pages of your original
half-hour pilot script. This course counts toward the
four-course Writer’s Fellowship Prep Specialization.
Prerequisite(s): SCRIPT X 421.1 Beginning Writing for
the Half-Hour Spec I and SCRIPT X 421.2 Beginning
Writing the Half-Hour Spec II, or equivalent, or department approval.
Reg# 376468
Fee: $665
No refund after 25 Sept.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Saturday, Sunday, 10am-1pm, Sept. 26 & 27;
Oct. 3 & 4; Oct. 10 & 11; Oct. 17 & 18;
Oct. 24 & 25
Enrollment limited to 15 students. Visitors not
permitted.

Jeffrey Kahn, MFA, Emmy award-winning writer; WGA
member, who co-created The Ben Stiller Show. Mr. Kahn’s
credits include All-American Girl, Dilbert, and Drawn
Together. He has an overall TV writing deal with Sony and
Castle Rock and written pilots for all the major networks,
The Disney Channel, F/X, and Comedy Central.

SCRIPT X 422.3

Writing the One-Hour Pilot I

3.0 units
Anyone who wants to work as a professional television
writer has to be able to submit top-notch original material to agents and showrunners. In this fast-paced
course, you take your idea for a one-hour TV series and
turn it into an outline, write intensively, and get feedback from the instructor and fellow participants every
week. Throughout this process; you learn how to envision the world of your show; create characters and
conflict; build a storytelling engine; and nail down your
show’s structure, tone, story, and act breaks. By the end
of the course, you have strong act breaks, a full beat
outline, and a critique of the first 10 pages of your
original one-hour pilot script.
Prerequisite(s): SCRIPT X 421.3 Beginning Writing for
the One-Hour Spec I and SCRIPT X 421.4 Beginning
Writing for the One-Hour Spec II, or equivalent, or
department approval.
Reg# 376482
Fee: $695
No refund after 14 Oct.
mOnline
Sept. 30-Dec. 8
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Laurence Walsh-Hodson, screenwriter; WGA member
whose credits include CSI: Miami and NCIS. Ms. Walsh
co-produced and wrote on the critically acclaimed Syfy
series The Dresden Files and Against the Wall. Her
feature credits include Matching Hearts and With Love,
Christmas for Hallmark and Carved for Fox.
Reg# 376478
Fee: $665
No refund after 30 Sept.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Thursday, 7-10pm, Oct. 1-Dec. 10
No meeting Nov. 26.
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
William Hasley, screenwriter and WGA member who
has sold features to 20th Century Fox, Universal, and
Warner Bros. His TV credits include Swift Justice; Ghost
Stories; Murder, She Wrote; Kung Fu; Young Riders; and
Highway to Heaven and has also written for Castle
Rock, Columbia, and Warner Bros.

SCRIPT X 422.3N

One-Hour TV Pilot Script Writing in a
Month: Part I

3.0 units
In this intensive workshop, you write a solid outline of
your pilot script and work on drafting the first ten pages.
You begin by refining your story idea and outline as
needed and then write your teaser, all the while focusing
on capturing the essence of the show through its act
structure, plot and story, multiple storylines, characters,
scenes, and dialogue. By the end of the course, you have
strong act breaks, a full beat outline, and a critique of the
first 10 pages of your original one-hour pilot script.
Prerequisite(s): SCRIPT X 421.3 Beginning Writing for
the One-Hour Spec I and SCRIPT X 421.4 Beginning
Writing for the One-Hour Spec II, or equivalent, or
department approval.
Reg# 376474
Fee: $665
No refund after 25 Sept.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Saturday, Sunday, 10am-1pm, Sept. 26 & 27;
Oct. 3 & 4; Oct. 10 & 11; Oct. 17 & 18;
Oct. 24 & 25
Enrollment limited to 15 students. Visitors not
permitted.
Zac Hug, MFA, television writer, playwright, WGA
member whose credits include Drop Dead Diva, Shadowhunters, and Hallmark movies Road to Christmas
and the Christmas in Evergreen series. Other credits
include the webseries These People and the Outfest
short film Lazy (Sunday).

SCRIPT X 422.7

Writing the Dramedy Pilot I

3.0 units
With the rising popularity of the dramedy in today’s TV
landscape, the opportunities for stories in this hybrid
genre have never been greater for storytellers. In this
course, many misconceptions of what a dramedy is will
be dispelled while exploring the boundaries of what’s
possible within the format. A dramedy pilot is not just
drama with some comedic elements or a comedy with
serious subject matter. A true dramedy requires equal
parts of both distinct genres in plot elements, including
a deep emphasis on character development and inner
conflict to enrich the story. By the end of the course,
you have a solid understanding of how to combine
drama and comedy genres and complete an outline for
a one-hour or half-hour limited or open-ended series
that best exemplifies the story you want to write.
Prerequisite(s): SCRIPT X 421.1 Beginning Writing for
the Half-Hour Spec I and SCRIPT X 421.2 Beginning
Writing the Half-Hour Spec II, or SCRIPT X 421.3 Beginning Writing for the One-Hour Spec I and SCRIPT
X 421.4 Beginning Writing for the One-Hour Spec II, or
equivalent, or department approval.
Reg# 376530
Fee: $695
No refund after 14 Oct.
mOnline
Sept. 30-Dec. 8
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Andrew Osborne, MA, screenwriter and WGA member
whose indie film credits include On_Line, The F Word,
and Apocalypse Bop. Mr. Osborne received an Emmy
Award for the Discovery Channel program, Cash Cab.
He has developed projects for Warner Bros. HBO, MTV,
and Orion.

SCRIPT X 422.2

Writing the Half-Hour Pilot II

3.0 units
This workshop guides you to write a solid draft of an
original pilot script from your half-hour outline created
in a previous course. You start by reworking your story
idea and outline as needed, fixing story problems and
maximizing the comic potential. Special attention is paid
to refining the world, characters, tone, and story of your
pilot. You then move toward completing a first draft of
your script, working on scenes, dialogue, and action,
until it captures your original vision and matches a
network’s likely requirements. You must bring a completed story outline to the first day of class.
Prerequisite(s): SCRIPT X 422.1 Writing the Half-Hour
Pilot I, or equivalent, or department approval.
Reg# 376484
Fee: $665
No refund after 12 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Monday, 7-10pm, Sept. 28-Nov. 30
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Danny Kallis, showrunner/television writer/director, and
WGA member who created The Suite Life of Zack and
Cody, Suite Life on Deck, and Smart Guy. Mr. Kallis has
served as the executive producer on series such as
Life’s Work, Phenom, Hangin’ with Mr. Cooper, and
Who’s the Boss?
Reg# 376485
Fee: $695
No refund after 14 Oct.
mOnline
Sept. 30-Dec. 8
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Jim Staahl, writer, producer, and actor; WGA member;
two-time Emmy-award nominee whose comedy feature
credits include The Beverly Hillbillies, Under Surveillance, and Blow Hard. Mr. Staahl also has written
sketch/variety shows for Steve Martin, Martin Short, and
Howie Mandel.

Writing & Journalism 157

Enroll at uclaextension.edu or call (800) 825-9971
SCRIPT X 422.2N

SCRIPT X 422.4N

3.0 units
In this intensive workshop, you complete a solid first
draft of your half-hour pilot script and work on polishing
it. You begin by refining your story idea, the pitch document, and the outline you conceived in the prior course,
as needed. You then continue to write your script,
focusing on capturing the essence of the show through
its act structure, plot, multiple storylines, characters,
scenes, and dialogue. Students must bring a complete
outline and teaser pages to the first class.
Prerequisite(s): SCRIPT X 422.1N Half-Hour TV Pilot
Script Writing in a Month:Part I, SCRIPT X 422.1 Writing
the Half-Hour Pilot I, or equivalent; or department
approval.
Reg# 376483
Fee: $665
No refund after 6 Nov.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Saturday, Sunday, 10am-1pm, Nov. 7 & 8;
Nov. 14 & 15; Nov. 21 & 22; Nov. 28 & 29;
Dec. 5 & 6
Enrollment limited to 15 students. Visitors not
permitted.
Jeffrey Kahn, MFA, Emmy award-winning writer; WGA
member, who co-created The Ben Stiller Show. Mr.
Kahn’s credits include All-American Girl, Dilbert, and
Drawn Together. He has an overall TV writing deal with
Sony and Castle Rock and written pilots for all the major
networks, The Disney Channel, F/X, and Comedy
Central.

3.0 units
In this intensive workshop, you complete a solid first
draft of your pilot script and work on polishing it. You
begin by refining your story idea, the pitch document,
and the outline you conceived in the prior course, as
needed. You then continue to write your script, focusing
on capturing the essence of the show through its act
structure, plot, multiple storylines, characters, scenes,
and dialogue. On the business side, you learn how to
develop your career game plan and hear from industry
guest speakers on the business of the one-hour drama.
Students must bring a complete outline and first 10
pages to the first class.
Prerequisite(s): SCRIPT X 422.3N One-Hour TV Pilot
Script Writing in a Month: Part I, SCRIPT X 422.3 Writing the One-Hour Pilot I, or equivalent or department
approval.
Reg# 376527
Fee: $665
No refund after 25 Sept.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Saturday, Sunday, 10am-1pm, Oct. 31 &
Nov. 1; Nov. 7 & 8; Nov. 14 & 15; Nov.
21 & 22; Dec. 5 & 6
Enrollment limited to 15 students. Visitors not
permitted.
Zac Hug, MFA, television writer, playwright, WGA
member whose credits include Drop Dead Diva, Shadowhunters, and Hallmark movies Road to Christmas
and the Christmas in Evergreen series. Other credits
include the webseries These People and the Outfest
short film Lazy (Sunday).

Half-Hour TV Pilot Script Writing in a
Month: Part II

SCRIPT X 422.4

Writing the One-Hour Pilot II

3.0 units
This workshop guides you through writing a solid draft
of an original pilot script from your one-hour outline
created in a previous course. You start by reworking
your story idea and outline as needed, fixing story
problems, and maximizing the drama potential. Special
attention is paid to refining the world, characters, tone,
and story of your pilot. You then move toward completing a first draft of your script, working on scenes, dialogue, and action, until it captures your original vision
and matches a network’s likely requirements. You must
bring a completed story outline and first 10 pages to
the first day of class.
Prerequisite(s): SCRIPT X 422.3 Writing the One-Hour
Pilot I, or equivalent, or department approval.
Reg# 376529
Fee: $695
No refund after 14 Oct.
mOnline
Sept. 30-Dec. 8
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Erica Byrne, screenwriter and WGA member whose
numerous credits include episodes of La Femme Nikita;
Nowhere Man; Silk Stalkings; Hunter; Knots Landing;
and Walker, Texas Ranger. She received the UCLA Extension Outstanding Instructor Award in Screenwriting.
Reg# 376528
Fee: $665
No refund after 15 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Thursday, 7-10pm, Oct. 1-Dec. 10
No meeting Nov. 26.
Enrollment limited to 15 students.
Greg Elliot, TV writer and WGA member whose credits
include Star Trek: Voyager, for which he received a
Sci-Fi Universe Award nomination. Mr. Elliot’s credits
also include Savannah, Charmed, and In a Heartbeat.
He is a recipient of the UCLA Extension Outstanding
Instructor Award in Screenwriting.

One-Hour TV Pilot Script Writing in a
Month: Part II

Advanced Television Writing
Advanced-level courses are primarily workshopdriven and are designed for students who are
well into their projects. Admission is by submission only and the selection process is competitive. It is recommended that students take
intermediate-level courses prior to submitting
their work. For instructions on submitting work,
contact the Writers’ Program at (310) 825-9415
or go to writers.uclaextension.edu/continuingstudents. The submission deadline for fall is
Aug. 31 at 9am (PT). Visitors are not permitted in
advanced-level courses.

SCRIPT X 423.6

Advanced One-Hour or Half-Hour
Pilot Rewrite

3.0 units
If 90% of writing is rewriting, then 99% of television
writing is rewriting. And rewriting, for the most part,
means fixing story problems and maximizing the drama
or comic potential of a story idea. In this workshop, the
goal is to take your previously written one-hour or halfhour scripts—both originals and specs—that ultimately
did not fulfill their ambitions, and determine where they
fell short and make the necessary changes so that each
premise is fully realized.
Prerequisite(s): Submit the one-hour or half-hour pilot
script that you will rewrite in the course.
Reg# 376531
Fee: $755
No refund after 22 Oct.
❖ Remote Instruction
10 mtgs
Thursday, 7-10pm, Oct. 8-Dec. 17
No meeting Nov. 26.
Enrollment limited to 12 students. Visitors not permitted. $100 non-refundable. Not eligible for any
discounts.
Course may be taken as a certificate program core
requirement or elective.
Phil Kellard, TV writer and WGA member who was an
executive producer on The Wayans Brothers and Martin
and a creative consultant for The Inspectors. He has
written for The Disney Channel, Showtime, and Syfy. He
has received an Emmy Award and the UCLA Extension
Outstanding Instructor Award in Screenwriting.

2021 Feature Film
and Television Writing
Competitions
Deadline: Thursday, April 1, 5pm PT
Eligibility Requirements

Feature Film
You must have completed at least 2 fulllength feature film writing courses (at
least 3 units each) or 1 advanced level
feature film writing course in the UCLA
Extension Writers’ Program between
March 2018 and March 2021. The script
must have been developed in at least one
of those courses within the time frame.

TV Spec of Existing Series
You must have completed at least 2 fulllength television spec writing courses (at
least 3 units each) or 1 advanced level
spec writing course in the UCLA Extension

Writers’ Program between March 2019
and March 2021. The script must have
been developed in at least one of those
courses within the time frame.

Original TV Pilot
You must have completed at least 2 fulllength television pilot writing courses (at
least 3 units each) or 1 advanced level
pilot writing course in the UCLA Extension
Writers’ Program between March 2019
and March 2021. The script must have
been developed in at least one of those
courses within the time frame.
Scripts that have been sold or optioned
before the application deadline are
ineligible.

For More Information and Submission Details
writers@uclaextension.edu | (310) 206-1542
writers.uclaextension.edu/competitions
SCRIPT X 424.1

SCRIPT X 424.2

6.0 units
In a highly focused and collaborative workshop
environment, you take a concept for a half-hour
television series and develop it through outline, the
pitch, first draft, re-write, and the final product: a
polished pilot script ready to take out to agents,
producers, studios, and networks. You focus on
complex characterization, structure, and the pilot
story and potential for future episodes and gain an
in-depth understanding of the marketplace and
where your series concept may be best suited,
whether multi-camera, single-camera, dramedy, or
animation. In addition, you pitch your ideas to guest
professionals who give network level feedback.
Prerequisite(s): One writing sample consisting of your
best completed half-hour television pilot, a one-two
page personal statement, plus up to three loglines for
a new project you wish to develop in the course. This
is not a rewrite course. Participants will not be
charged the full course fee unless they are selected
for the series.
Reg# 376541
Fee: $2,650
No refund after 30 Sept.
mOnline
20 mtgs
Oct. 7-Mar. 16, 2021
Enrollment limited to eight students. Visitors not permitted. Restricted course; approval needed to enroll.
Not eligible for any discounts. No refund after
enrolling.
Andrew Osborne, MA, screenwriter and WGA member
whose indie film credits include On_Line, The F Word,
and Apocalypse Bop. Mr. Osborne received an Emmy
Award for the Discovery Channel program, Cash Cab.
He has developed projects for Warner Bros. HBO, MTV,
and Orion.

6.0 units
In a highly focused and collaborative workshop environment, writers start with a concept for a one-hour television drama series and develop it through the outline,
pitch, first draft, re-write, and the final product: a polished pilot script ready to take to agents, producers,
studios, and networks. Emphasis is placed on complex
characterization, structure, the pilot story, and potential
for future episodes. Participants gain an in-depth
understanding of the marketplace and where their
series concept may be best suited, whether broadcast,
network, cable, or streaming. Viewing and discussing
examples of classic pilot episodes provide insight into
the creative process.
Prerequisite(s): One writing sample consisting of your
best completed one-hour television pilot, a one-to-two
page personal statement, plus up to three loglines for
a new project you wish to develop in the course. Participants will not be charged the full course fee unless
they are selected for the series.
Reg# 376540
Fee: $2,650
No refund after 30 Sept.
mOnline
Oct. 7-Mar. 16, 2021
Restricted course; approval needed to enroll. Not
eligible for any discounts. Enrollment limited to eight
students. Visitors not permitted. No refund after
enrolling.
Erica Byrne, screenwriter and WGA member whose
numerous credits include episodes of La Femme Nikita;
Nowhere Man; Silk Stalkings; Hunter; Knots Landing;
and Walker, Texas Ranger. She received the UCLA Extension Outstanding Instructor Award in Screenwriting.

Half-Hour TV Pilot Writing Pro-Series

One-Hour TV Pilot Writing Pro-Series

